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SANIA ANNOUNCES
RETIREMENT: 2022
WILL BE HER
FINAL SEASON

India’s Sania Mirza announced her retirement plans on Wednesday. The news
comes after her defeat in the first round of women’s doubles at the Australian
Open 2022. Sania said 2022 is going to be her last season on the tour. After
she announced her decision, fans flooded social media with heartfelt tweets for
the ace tennis player. Twitter users thanked her for the glorious years.

SENSEX PLUNGES
656 POINTS, NIFTY
ENDS BELOW 18,000;
METALS SHINE
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Aparna Yadav joins BJP, likely to
be fielded as candidate in UP polls
Aparna, Mulayam Singh Yadav’s younger son Pratik’s wife, joined BJP in
Delhi in the presence of BJP National President JP Nadda, Uttar Pradesh
CM Yogi Adityanath, UP Deputy CMs and party’s state chief Swatandra Dev
Mohd Fahad & Aditi Nagar

Punjab: No CM
face, Cong to
contest under
collective
leadership

Aparna Yadav, ex-Uttar Pradesh CM Mulayam Singh Yadav’s daughter-in-law being greeted by BJP
National President JP Nadda, at BJP HQ in New Delhi on Wednesday. UP CM Yogi Adityanath, UP Dy
CMs Keshav Prasad Maurya and Dinesh Sharma, and BJP UP chief Swatantra Dev Singh also seen.

YADAV’S CHEEKY
RETORT TO BJP’S
APARNA GAIN
Lucknow: Akhilesh
Yadav, reacting to his
relative Aparna Yadav
switching to the BJP
weeks before Uttar
Pradesh Assembly
elections, said that he
hoped she “carries our
ideology to the BJP”.
“I want to thank the
BJP that they are giving
tickets to those who
even we are unable
to give tickets to,”
Akhilesh Yadav quipped
in trademark humour.
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NEW DEATHS

Sensex ended at 60,098.82 points, which was 656.04 points or 1.08 per cent
down from its previous day’s close. The broader Nifty 50 ended at 17,945.30
points, which is 0.93 per cent or 167.75 points down from its previous day’s
close. The Nifty touched a high of 18,129.20 points and low of 17,884.90
points. While shares of IT dragged, metals saw a steep rise on Wednesday.
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‘CHAOTIC’ BJP TAKES
ONE FROM SP CAMP

New Delhi: Samajwadi
Party (SP) patron Mulayam Singh Yadav’s
daughter-in-law Aparna Yadav Wednesday
joined the BJP in Delhi
ahead of the upcoming
Uttar Pradesh election.
She is likely to be fielded as a candidate in the
election, said BJP
sources.
The switch, a shot in
the arm for BJP, comes
at a time when a slew of
OBC leaders are quitting the saffron party
and joining the SP, hurting BJP’s narrative in
the poll-bound state.
Aparna, Mulayam
Singh Yadav’s younger
son Pratik’s wife, joined
the BJP at the national
headquarters in Delhi
in the presence of Uttar
Pradesh Deputy Chief
Minister Keshav Prasad Maurya and the party’s state chief Swatandra Dev Singh.
Aparna contested and
lost 2017 polls to BJP’s
Rita Joshi from Lucknow Cantt. See also P5
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WILL ASK PEOPLE OF AZAMGARH:
AKHILESH ON FIGHTING POLLS
Lucknow: Akhilesh Yadav refused to
confirm reports that he was contesting
polls. “I will seek the permission of people
of Azamgarh if I decide to contest
the elections. I need to seek their
permission because they elected
me from there,” he said.

RAKESH TIKAIT DENIES EXTENDING
SUPPORT TO ANY POLITICAL PARTY

Prayagraj: National spokesman of Bharatiya Kisan
Union (BKU) Rakesh Tikait has denied the reports of
the Union extending support to any political party in
the run-up to the assembly elections in five states.
On Sunday, Naresh Tikait had appealed for support to
Rashtriya Lok Dal-Samajwadi Party alliance in the UP
polls. However, he later withdrew his statement.

New Delhi: Amid
tussle over the Congress party’s chief
ministerial (CM) face
in Punjab, state Congress in-charge Harish Choudhary on
Wednesday said the
party would contest
the Assembly elections 2022 under the
collective leadership.
Harish Choudhary
claimed that the Congress would win more
seats than it had secured in the 2017 Assembly elections in
Punjab.
Refuting any difference of opinion between Navjot Singh
Sidhu and Chief Minister Charanjit Singh
Channi, Chaudhary
said “all is well” inside the party.

Jan 27: PM to host first
India-Central Asia meet
New Delhi: After rising Covid-19 cases cancelled the visit of the
leaders of five central
Asian nations, the Ministry of External Affairs on Wednesday said
India will host the Presidents of Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan
and Uzbekistan virtually. The summit will be
held a day after Republic Day, which the five
presidents were to attend as chief guests.
The meeting is significant given that 3 of these
5 nations — Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan — share boundaries with Afghanistan,
where Taliban takeover
in August last year left
India concerned.

PM MODI TO VIRTUALLY ADDRESS
‘AZADI KE AMRIT MAHOTSAV SE
SWARNIM BHARAT KI ORE’ TODAY
New Delhi: Prime Minister Narendra Modi will
deliver the keynote address at the national launch
ceremony of ‘Azadi Ke Amrit Mahotsav se Swarnim
Bharat Ke Ore’ on Thursday at 10:30 AM through
virtual mode. Year-long initiatives dedicated to
Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav by the Brahma Kumaris
will be unveiled as part of the program. These
initiatives include over 30 campaigns and more
than 15,000 programs and events, according to a
statement issued by the Prime Minister’s Office.

INDIA LOSE TO SA BY 31 RUNS

 India’s inexplicable
middle-order collapse
ensured that fine halfcenturies from Shikhar
Dhawan and Virat Kohli did
not count for much as the
team was handed a 31-run
defeat by a resolute South
Africa in the opening ODI

in Paarl on Wednesday.
 Chasing 297, India were
cruising at 138 for one
before wickets fell in a
heap dashing the hopes of
the visitors who trail 0-1
in the three-match series.
India’s ended at 265/8.

 South Africa skipper
Temba Bavuma (110
off 143) and Rassie van
der Dussen (129 not
out off 96) had scored
contrasting hundreds en
route to their 204-run
stand to take South Africa
to 296 for four.

SC considers hearing PIL on use of EVMs 400 lives were at stake: DGCA orders probe
into Jan 7 near miss involving Indigo aircrafts
ORDER RESERVED
New Delhi: The Supreme Court Wednesday agreed to consider
listing a PIL challenging the Constitutional
validity of a provision
of the Representation
of People Act which had
led to the introduction
of electronic voting machines (EVMs) instead
of ballot papers for polls
in the country.
A bench comprising
Chief Justice of India

(CJI) N V Ramana heard
the submissions of lawyer ML Sharma, who
filed the plea in his personal capacity, that the
petition required hearing in view of upcoming

CONGMAN RPN SINGH
TO TURN SAFFRON?
Aditi Nagar
New Delhi: The ‘relevant’ political circles in
the national capital have
suddenly become acuzz
with the discussion of
RPN Singh joining BJP
at any time even as
murmurs are heard in
BJP circles of a proposal by BJP to RPN in
this regard and contest
elections in front of
Swami Prasad Maurya
after joining the saffron
party. Furthermore, he
has reportedly also been
assured of appointing
him as a cabinet minister
on formation of BJP
government after victory

and in case he loses,
he has been assured
of a Rajya Sabha seat.
Although earlier also
there have been reports
of RPN joining BJP but
Singh himself has denied the same claiming
that he will go in broad
daylight if he has to and
not in a discreet fashion.
RPN Singh is currently
in charge of Congress
Jharkhand.

assembly polls in five
states — Uttar Pradesh,
Goa, Punjab, Manipur
and Uttarakhand.
“We will see it… I
may list it before some
other bench as well,”
the CJI said.
Sharma said Section
61A of the Representation of People Act, which
permitted the use of
EVMs, was not passed by
Parliament and hence
cannot be imposed.

The Supreme Court
reserved order on
pleas filed by 12 BJP
MLAs challenging their
one-year suspension
from Maharashtra
Assembly for allegedly
misbehaving with
the presiding officer.
A three-judge bench
asked parties to file
written submissions
within a week.

Bengaluru: Two IndiGo
flights that took off from
the Kempegowda International Airport in Bengaluru on January 7 had
come close to colliding
with each other mid-air
while taking off, revealed
chief of Directorate General of Civil Aviation
(DGCA) Arun Kumar.
Kumar has ordered a
probe and said strict ac-

tion will be taken against
those responsible for the
error. Another senior officer of DGCA said,

“The north runway was
being used for departures and the south runway for arrival of flights.
But later, the shift incharge decided to close
the south runway but
did not inform the air
traffic controller of the
south tower.”
Luckily, radar controller spotted the error
and alerted the pilots.

INDIA EXTENDS
BAN ON INT’L

FLIGHTS TILL FEB 28
New Delhi: The DGCA on
Wednesday announced
the extension of ban on
scheduled commercial
passenger flights till
February 28. All flights
under Air Bubble
agreements and Mission
Vande Bharat will continue
to operate as before.

Shah: NDRF symbol of
Budget session of assembly from Feb 9, revised courage, dedication
stricter Corona guidelines to be issued soon
RAISING DAY
STATE CABINET DECIDES ON IMPORTANT ISSUES

Gehlot Cabinet
approves formation
of Rajasthan State
Agro Industries
Development
Board, amend the
educational
qualification for
curator in the
Department of
Archeology and
Museums

First India Bureau
Jaipur: Several important policy decisions
were taken on Wednesday, in the cabinet meeting chaired by Chief
Minister Ashok Gehlot
through video conference from the Chief
Minister’s residence.
The cabinet has approved the formation of
Rajasthan State Agro Industries Development
Board with the objective
of increasing the income
of farmers by strength-

CM Ashok Gehlot

ening the agricultural
marketing system in the
state. This board will
give suggestions regarding making concrete
policy and its effective
implementation to in-

The Gehlot Cabinet
has also approved
the proposal to call
the Budget session of
Rajasthan Assembly
from February 9. After
approval, the proposal
will now be sent to the
Governor.
crease the income of
farmers. Along with
this, a framework will be
prepared to connect
more and more farmers
of the state with agroprocessing
Turn to P8

New Delhi: Union
Home Minister Amit
Shah praised the National Disaster Response Force (NDRF) on
its Raising Day, saying
that the force is a symbol of courage, service,
dedication, and faith.
The National Disaster Response Force
(NDRF) is a highly
trained force that can
respond to any type of
crisis both in the country and abroad.
Every year, the NDRF
Raising Day is celebrat-

ed on January 19 to commemorate the organisation’s founding, which
took place on January
19, 2006.
The NDRF is celebrating its 17th anniversary
this year.
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ALWAR CASE

DELIVERY BOY IN CUSTODY FOR
HITTING MINOR GIRL WITH BIKE
Zomato delivery boy reportedly admits the girl was hit by his bike and he fled from the spot
First India Bureau
Alwar: In a new twist
in the alleged rape and
assault on a 16-year-old
deaf and mute girl in
Alwar, the matter has
turned out to be of hitand-run and not of rape
or attack. The girl had
fallen down after being
hit by a bike, due to
which she was deeply
hurt, said police sources. The police have detained a Zomato delivery boy who has reportedly admitted that the
girl was hit by his bike
on the wrong side on
January 11 night and he
fled from the spot.
At the time of the collision, a bus of Rajasthan Public Transport had stopped there
to unload passengers,
due to which the bike
was not visible in the
CCTV. The police had
already accepted that
the minor was not gangraped.
Now the police are
trying to solve the mystery as to how how the
girl bled after the collision and how she got a
deep injury near her
private part.

If it was an accident then
why did she sustain
injuries in the private
parts? Crimes against
women are on the rise but
the Gehlot government
is not bothered.
—Satish Poonia,
BJP President

CONDUCTOR, DRIVER DETAINED; POLICE
ALONG WITH FSL INSPECTING CRIME SPOT
The conductor and the driver have been detained by
the police after confiscating the transport corporation’s bus seen in the CCTV. Samples were taken from
inside the bus. A police team along with FSL team
went to the crime spot on Wednesday evening to
recreate the scene after the delivery boy’s statement.

BJP
SURROUNDED
GOVT AT THE
MANDAL
LEVEL; BURNT
EFFIGY OF CM
GEHLOT

Alwar: The police could not disclose the incident of cruelty with a deaf minor in Alwar. But
the protests across the state did not stop. On Wednesday also, the BJP surrounded the
govt at the mandal level. The effigy of the Chief Minister was also burnt in Alwar city. Protestors accused the government of suppressing the matter. Alwar city MLA Sanjay Sharma
said that Alwar SP Tejaswani Gautam had given a statement of rape on the day of the
incident. But later, citing medical reports, she refused that it was rape. But now the police
have considered it as an accident. Such things are coming to the fore. Due to this the BJP
has protested against the govt across the state. Under the pressure of the government, the
officials are trying to suppress the matter. But the general public will not tolerate it.

Kirodi stages dharna for
REET, JEN investigation
First India Bureau
Jaipur: Rajya Sabha
MP Kirodi Lal Meena
has once again become
active in the affair of alleged rigging in the
REET, JEN and Sub Inspector recruitment exams in Rajasthan. On
Wednesday, Kirori Lal
Meena along with some
of
his
supporters
reached SOG headquarters and submitted a
memorandum to the officials regarding fair
investigation of malpractices in the recruitment examination. Later MP Meena sat on a
dharna outside the SOG
headquarters.
Kirori Lal Meena levelled some serious
charges against the Rajasthan government and
the Chairman of the

Kirori Lal Meena outside SOG headquarters with his supporters.

Board of Secondary
Education, DP Jaroli.
He said that DP Jaroli is
responsible for the rigging in the REET recruitment examination.
He said that involving
private people in the setting up of examination
centres, appointment of
observers and in the delivery of question papers to the centres, puts
the fair conduct of the
examinations in doubt.
Kirori said that Jaroli,

BJP workers burnt effify of Chief Minister Ashok Gehlot
in Alwar on Wednesday.

along with Jaipur’s coordinator Dr Pradeep
Parashar, leaked the paper of REET. Meena has
further alleged that the
SOG has not even interrogated Jarauli till now.
He also said that not
only Battilal but many
others were also involved in this episode.
But SOG has not made
any arrest so far. On the
contrary, attempts are
now being made to cover
up the whole issue.

Dotasra’s son
helping in Digital
campaign
First India Bureau
Jaipur: PCC chief Govind Singh Dotasra’s
son Abhilash, who has
once worked in the
team
of
Prashant
Kishore, is now helping
his father to make the
digital
membership
campaign successful.
Making the Congress
party’s digital membership campaign a success
is the goal of Abhilash,
who also had his participation in important programs of the party in
the recent past.

Govind Singh Dotasra and
Abhilash Dotasra.

BJP targets
Gehlot govt on
farm loan waiver
First India Bureau
Jaipur:
Opposition
BJP has targeted the
Gehlot
government
over auctioning of the
land of the 16 lakh
farmers who have defaulted in paying back
the loans they had obtained from nationalised as well as rural development banks.
Deputy Leader of the
Opposition Rajendra
Rathore
said
on
Wednesday that sale of
the land of poor farmers has revealed the
‘anti-farmer’ face of
the government. He
warned that this would
lead to suicides by the
hapless farmers.
BJP national secretary Alka Gurjar pointed out that the Cong
came to power in the
state riding over its
promise for waiving
farmer loans. Rahul
Gandhi’s promise to
waive the loans “within
count of 10” has turned
out to be a big hoax,
rather the govt is now
harassing the farmers
in debt trap, she added.

Smriti Z Irani
@smritiirani
The Congress
govt in Rajasthan promised
that they would waive off the
loans of farmers in 10 days
as soon as they will come
to power, but they auctioned
their land in 1100 days.

Jaipur: BJP leaders in
Rajasthan on Wednesday started the digital
process to collect funds
under ‘Ajivan Sahyog
nidhi’ (lifetime contribution fund) which
was launched on December 25.
The party has set a
target to collect Rs 100
crore from the public.
BJP state president
Satish Poonia, Deputy
Leader of Opposition
Rajendra Rathore, general secretary (organization) Chandrashekhar started the digital
transaction process under the ‘Digital and
Transparent India’.
The party workers are
going door to door collecting money for the
fund. However, in view

were flagged off today,
only the driver will be
there.
He said that people
will have to dump the
garbage in the hooper
on their own whereas
this work used to be
done by helpers earlier.

SUPPORT PRICE TO
GROUNDNUT, ETC
INCREASED BY 20%

25-YR-OLD BOOKED
FOR SODOMISING
NEPHEW IN JPR

Jaipur: The registration
limit has been increased
by 20 percent at 48
purchase centres of Sikar
and Tonk. For moong, till
January 23, for groundnut
till February 5, farmers
can register at purchase
centers or e-Mitra centers. Cooperative Minister
Udai Lal Anjana said that
in Kharif 2021, moong,
urad and groundnut have
been procured worth Rs
489 crore so far on support price. So far, out of
the total registered 98,149
farmers, 93,475 farmers have been allotted
the date of weighing of
commodities by Rajfed.
Managing Director Rajfed
Sushma Arora said that
41,561 metric tonnes
of moong has been
purchased from 21,900
farmers.

Jaipur: A 25-year-old
man, living in a rented
accommodation in
Jhotwara, has been
booked for sodomising
his nephew, a class 9
student. The case has
been filed at the Subhash
Chowk police station.
Subhash Chowk SHO Jai
Prakash Poonia said the
victim’s father lodged a
complaint that his sister’s
son took away his minor
son to his room on the
evening of January 17
on the pretext of having
him visit the temple. The
accused lured the victim
with money and mobile,
opened all the clothes and
sodomised him overnight
and dropped the victim
at his house the next day.
The victim told about the
incident after which a
case was filed.

Satish Poonia, Rajendra Rathore, Chandrashekhar, and Ajaypal
Singh at BJP headoffice.
—PHOTO BY SUMAN SARKAR

of the increasing cases
of Corona, the party has
now started the digital
format of this campaign,
under which there will
also be an option to collect funds through UPI
and other mediums.
Poonia donated Rs
1000 and Rathore contributed Rs 1100 to the
fund through digital
medium.

Jaipur: In a major
road mishap in the
Vishwakarma police
station area of Jaipur
Tuesday morning, a
mini bus overturned
while trying to avoid
collision with a speeding truck coming
from the other direction. The rear side of
the truck rammed
into the bus causing
the bus to overturn.
Two
passengers
traveling in the bus
died on the spot while
5 were injured. They
were rushed to Kanwatia Hospital while
the bodies of the deceased were kept in
the mortuary.

SWACHHTA SURVEKSHAN
COMPETITION AT JMC GREATER

shown the way out despite good work by the
company.
The councillor Pavan Sharma said that a
helper used to be there
with each hooper of the
BVG company but in
the 33 hoopers which

Jaipur: Veteran journalist, poet and writer Meghraj Srimali,
who had been press attaché to five chief ministers of
Rajasthan, died on Tuesday night in Jaipur. He was 91,
and breathed last at his
residence in Vaishali Nagar.
Born in 1931 in Bikaner,
Srimali graduated from Dungar college. He started his
life as a freelance journalist
with weekly paper ‘Jwala’
which was known for its
sharp comments on politics
and social evils in the 1960s-70s. Later he joined ‘Dainik
Navyug’ in Jaipur and then Rashtradoot newspaper. He was
in the editorial team of Karpoor Chand Kulish.

MAN APPLIES FOR
CM POST TO POONIA

Ziyauddin Khan

JMC Heritage got 30 new CNG hoppers on Wednesday.

JOURNALIST, WRITER MEGHRAJ
SHRIMALI PASSES AWAY AT 91

Aishwary Pradhan

33 HOPPERS OF JMC HERITAGE
FLAGGED OFF FOR CLEANLINESS
Jaipur: Establishments
and individuals securing
first, second and third positions in various categories in the ranking under
Citizen Engagement in
Swachh Survekshan-2022
were felicitated by Jaipur
Greater Municipal Corporation today.
Mayor Sheel Dhabai,
deputy mayor Puneet
Karnawat and others
honored the winners at
the auditorium of the
corporation.
The Rambagh Palace
got first rank in Star Hotel
category while hotel Clark
Amer got second rank and
Red Fox and Royal Orchid
jointly got the third rank.

NEWS DIGEST

BJP leaders launch Digital transaction
drive for lifetime contribution fund

2 killed, 5
injured as minibus overturns

Jaipur: The Jaipur
Heritage
Municipal
Corporation has terminated contract with
BVG India pvt ltd for
negligence in door-todoor garbage collection
but BJP councillors are
still taking favours of
the company saying it
was doing a good job.
The corporation has
taken over the work of
garbage collection and
mayor Munesh Gurjar
flagged off 30 CNG
hoopers today. In the
programme, one of the
BJP councillors raised
the question why the
BVG company was
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Their representatives
were honoured with citations. In the budget hotel
category, Hotel Vinnie got
first, Hotel Dodas Palace
got second and Hotel Bliss
got third rank.
In the restaurant
category, Austria, fort and
Bikanervala were honoured for securing first,
second and third place
respectively.

First India Bureau

The campaign was
started on the birth anniversary of Atal Bihari
Vajpayee on 25th December and will continue till
11th February, the death
anniversary of Pandit
Deendayal Upadhyay.
Under the campaign,
BJP has set a target of
reaching one crore people in the state and raising Rs 100 crores.

Jaipur: A person identified as Shankarlal posed
a unique and hilarious
situation before the BJP
Leaders on Wednesday
when he brought many
documents with him
presenting his candidature
as BJP’s CM candidate.
Shankarlal told the media,
“I applied to Satish Poonia
ji who is also a contender
for the post of CM.
Rajendra Rathore is also
a contender for the post
of CM. But I am between
these two, that’s why I
have applied. I will fight
the assembly elections
first and then become the
CM from BJP”.
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RAJ REPORTS 12 DEATHS & 13,398 NEW CASES
Rajasthan Rural Olympic Games have been postponed due to spread of corona. New dates will be decided later, said an official
First India Bureau
COVID-19
ANM on vax RTPCR report in 24 hrs
UPDATE
Jaipur: The state reduty beaten
corded 12 deaths and
10,70,004
instead of 72: DC Rajan
13,398 fresh cases of
TOTAL CASES
with
slippers
Covid-19 infection on
Wednesday.
The newly infected
include maximum of
3310 cases in Jaipur,
1244 in Alwar, 1212 in
Jodhpur, 876 in Udaipur,
587 in Ajmer, 568 in Chittorgarh, 429 in Kota, 382
in Sikar, 380 in Pali.
According to the
data, 8213 people got
cured from infection in
the state on Wednesday
and at present 74,561 virus infected are under
treatment in the state.
Of the 12 deaths due
to the covid infection,
three are in Jaipur, two
each in Bikaner and
Jodhpur, and one each
in Alwar, Ajmer, Dausa,
Kota, Sikar.
A total of 9031 people have died due to
this deadly infection
in the state so far and
the number of active
cases in the state at
present is 74561.

13,398 IN A DAY

9,86,412
TOTAL RECOVERED

9,031

TOTAL DEATHS

12 IN A DAY

74,561

ACTIVE CASES
Patient gets swab test at SMS hospital on Wednesday.

SALASAR CLOSED
TILL JAN 31
The doors of Salasar Balaji temple
are closed from
Wednesday. Devotees will not have
Balaji’s darshan till
Jan 31. The temple
has been closed
under the Corona
guidelines, said
Temple Management Committee.

First India Bureau
Jaipur: In second fortnight of Jan, along with
positivity rate, recovery
rate has also increased.
And,
13
districts
of the state 100 % vax
have been achieved.
After January 15,
about 60 per cent patients have become Covid free. Due to which

First India Bureau

Vaccination at SMS hospital.

number of active patients increasing continuously has also come
down a bit.
From Jan 16-18, 28,616

Carcass of 2-year-old leopard.

NEWS DIGEST
APPLICATIONS RECEIVED FOR POLLUTION
BOARD CHAIRMAN, MEMBER SECY POSTS

Jaipur: The environment department of Rajasthan
has received half a dozen applications for appointment to the post of the chairman of Pollution Control
Board while three applications are for the member
secretary. One IFS officer
and one retired professor
are among six who have
sent applications for the
post of the board chairman. A committee headed by the Chief Secretary will
select the chairman and the member secretary. The
committee will soon hold discussion on the names.

2-YEAR-OLD HIT BY POLICE JEEP,
BADLY INJURED & HOSPITALIZED
Jodhpur: A 12-year-old boy was hit by a Jodhpur
police jeep and was badly injured. The injured child
was taken to the MDM hospital in another police
jeep. Locals said that the police were chasing
the smugglers when the accident happened at
Bhadwasia in Mata Ka Than police station area.
Radheshyam (12) was standing on one side with
a bicycle when a police jeep coming at high speed
hit him and he fell 15 to 20 feet away. The family
demanded action in the matter. The entire incident
was also captured in a CCTV camera.

PRE-WEDDING SHOOTS DECLINE AS FEE
OF `5,000 TO ` 15,000 IMPOSED

Jaipur: Pre-wedding shoots at tourist places and
monuments in Rajasthan have come down to some
extent ever since government started taking charges.
Places like Amber fort, Albert Hall, Jantar Mantar,
Hawa Mahal, Nahargarh, Vidyadhar Ka Bagh, Sisodia Rani Ka Bagh are included in the first category
while the second category includes several other
monuments and museums in the city. The charge for
pre-wedding shoot is Rs 5,000 for the first 2 hours in
office hours and Rs 15,000 for every hour before and
after office hours.

Board. So that the exact
cause of death can be
known. The same way
the funeral will be done
after the post-mortem.
Carcass of the leopard
is kept in Achrol office.

4 Raj Forest
Service Officers
promoted to IFS
Dr Rituraj Sharma
Jaipur: On Wednesday,
4 officials of Rajasthan
Forest Services were
promoted to IFS. The officers - Suresh Abusaria, Virendra Singh Jora,
Jignesh Sharma and
Karan Singh became
IFS. A Board meeting
was held on October
29 for selection through
promotion from RFS
to IFS wherein.

new positive cases were
identified, while a total
of 17,636 Covid patients
became negative from
Covid during . However,
in this time period 20
patients lost lives. The
hospitalisation of patients is very less. At
RUHS hospital also only
84 patients are admitted
of
which
20
patients are in ICU.

Jhalawar: A team of
medical staff and a
teacher, who went to
give covid vaccine, was
attacked in Jhalrapatan’s Mundla village.
An ANM Neeta was
beaten with slippers
and her mobile was also
broken. They somehow
escaped from there.
The women present
there refused to vaccinate and when persuaded, attacked the team
and pelted stones on
them. The police assured to take appropriate action. The information was sent to SDM.

District Collector Rajan Vishal takes meeting at SMS hospital.

First India Bureau
Jaipur: Dictric Collector Rajan Vishal held a
discussion with doctors
of SMS Hospital and
RUHS Hospital & resolved difficulties being
faced in relation to sample reporting.
He said that RTPCR
report will now be available in 24 hrs instead of
72 hrs. Hurdles such as
blockage in the portal,
its slow speed and
shortage of computer
operators were sorted

Ziyauddin Khan

Pratapgarh: Dhariyavad police station
has arrested a gang
that gang-raped girls.
All
the
accused
youths used to stand
on the roadside near
Essar petrol pump on
Salumbar road here,
chased girls coming
on two-wheelers.
All the youths used
to chase the bike on
which the girls were
sitting and used to
beat and rape girls in
turns.
Pratapgarh SP Am-

rita Duhan has held a
press
conference
about the incident,
the SP said that the
accused have been involved in many incidents of gangrape
and police was busy
in searching them.
So far, a minor girl
has gathered courage
and filed a case in the
police station.
The accused are
involved in incidents
like robbery, dacoity,
as well as many more
incidents that are
likely to come to fore
after interrogation.

Jaipur: Municipal Corporation Greater Commissioner Yagya Mitra
Singh Deo is making
every effort to improve
the financial condition
of the corporation.
A campaign is being
run for recovery of UD
tax. One such action
was carried out by
team of JMC Greater in
Murlipura zone Amazon office building was
attached due to dues.
Many notices were given by the corporation to
deposit UD tax but no
reply was given by the
owner of property.
On instructions of

Amazon building in Murlipura zone (Inset) Yagya Mitra Singh Deo.

Commissioner Yagya
Mitra Singh Deo, the
team led by Revenue Officer Dev Anand Sharma reached spot &
sealed Amazon office.
Later owner reached
and deposited the UD
tax of more than 10 l.

Ex-IRS dies by suicide in factory, tensed
over kids marriage & business losses
First India Bureau
Jaipur: A retired IRS
officer identified as
Shankarlal died by suicide on Wednesday in a
factory in RICCO Industrial Area in Bassi police station area.
The police said that
he consumed Selfos
pills. He used to run
Shree Shyam Traders
Namkeen Factory in

RICCO area of Bassi,
which was closed for
about 2 years. Since
then Shankar was in depression. Due to closure
of the factory, there was
also financial crisis.
The police is investigating the matter on the
basis of the suicide note
found near the dead body.
Bassi police received information around 11 am.
Factory manager Ra-

hul identified the deceased as Shankarlal a
resident of Mahesh Nagar. Police said that the
deceased had slept with
room locked at night.
When he did not leave
till morning, the incident was informed to
Bassi police.
When the police
reached the spot and
broke the glass of the
room and entered in-

side, Shankar was
found hanging on the
bed. A vial of sulfas was
also kept nearby.
He was not in contact
with his family members for the last two days.
The deceased has two
daughters and a son. The
deceased
had
also
opened a gutka factory
earlier. He also had problems including marriage
of his children.

FOURTH CONVOCATION

Need for translation of Sanskrit texts: Guv
First India Bureau
Jaipur:
Governor
Kalraj
Mishra
on
Wednesday stressed on
making efforts to connect common people
with Sanskrit language.
There is a need for
large-scale translation
of ancient Sanskrit
texts into Hindi and
other languages.
Governor addressed
online on Wednesday
on occasion of fourth
convocation of Jagadguru Ramanandacharya
Rajasthan
Sanskrit

and instructions issued
to the IT officers.
Rajan Vishal informed
that the labs of both the
hospitals were operating 24x7 and asked the
doctors to work in coordination so that the
sample reporting job is
done efficiently.
He also directed the
Chief Medical and
Health Officers of
Jaipur to ensure that
the RTPCR samples
should reach the labs of
respective hospitals in
two to three rounds.

Yagya Mitra Deo gets JMCG
Pratapgarh Gang- Strict
cracking on UD tax defaulters
rape case: All held
First India Bureau

fore that the death of
the leopard was due to
cold weather.
In such a situation,
the post-mortem of the
leopard will now be
done by the Medical

20, 829 IN JAIPUR

13 dist achieve 100 % vax goal

Leopard dies due to cold at
Labana village in Amber
Jaipur: After the continuous change of
weather in Rajasthan,
the wrath of winter has
increased. The effect of
which is visible on humans as well as wildlife.
A similar case has
come up in Labana village in Amber. Where
2-year-old leopard died
due to cold.
Achrol Ranger Mukesh Sharma said that the
carcass of a 2-year-old
female leopard was
found in the forest area
of Labana village. In
the initial investigation, it is coming to the

—PHOTO BY SUMAN SARKAR

First India Bureau

Modern subjects
should be included
in the syllabus of
Sanskrit education.
University should
be an important
centre of fundamental research.
Guv Kalraj Mishra addressing convocation of Sanskrit University.

University.
He called for making
Sanskrit University an
important centre of

fundamental research
related to Indian philosophy of life.
The Chief Guest Edu-

—Kalraj Mishra, Governor

cation Min Dr. BD Kalla
said that State Government is making efforts
for spread of Sanskrit

language. Vice Chancellor Dr. Anula Maurya
said that Constitution
Park & as per Vedic tradition, Nakshatra Vatika & Navagraha Vatika
are also being established in university.
Registrar Ranjeeta
Gautam
informed
that in convocation,
16851 successful students of academic session 2019 & 2020 were
awarded degrees & 23
scholars were awarded
PhD degrees & 31 students were awarded
gold medals.

On the instructions
of Deo, 3 marriage gardens - Om Shiv Mahima, Johri Kunj and
Idanta Marriage Garden were seized for not
depositing licence fee.
After the action they deposited the due tax.

RCSAT stays
action against
teacher, asks
MLA to reply

Joginder Singh Awana

First India Bureau
Jaipur: The Rajasthan
Civil Services Appellate
Tribunal (RCSAT) has
put a stay on the action
taken against a teacher
and served a notice to
Nadbai
legislator
Joginder Singh Awana asking him to submit his reply.
According to sources, Awana had gone to
the government school
in Piparau village under Nadwari tehsil in
Bharatpur district for
inspection on Jan 8.
He asked some questions to the students
but they could not give
answers.
Annoyed
over it, Awana ordered
the teacher Kalyan
Singh to be sent on
‘awaiting posting order’ (APO).
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AFSPA: GENESIS,
RELEVANCE
AND NECESSITY

RETD. COL
ANUPAM JAITLY

Defence expert, Motivational
speaker & Corporate Trainer

T
In spite of SC holding the
constitutional validity,
AFSPA provokes strong
reactions both in the
Northeast as well as the
Kashmir region. The
perception remains that it is
particularly an anti-people
act that gives the armed
forces the license to act with
impunity and commit
human rights violations
without accountability

he killing of civilians in a
botched-up ambush, mistaken to be NSCN terrorists by a
SF unit of the armed forces
in Nagaland’s Mon district in
first week of December 21
and its violent countrywide
fallout have once again put
the spotlight on the very relevance and necessity of the
Armed Forces Special Powers Act (AFSPA) of 1958. The
incident not only gave wings
to various human rights activists to rekindle the flames
but also has undone, to a
great extent, NAGA peace
talks progressing well for
over two decades.
So, let us understand the
AFSPA? In simple words, AFSPA bestows Armed forces
with the authority to maintain public order in “disturbed areas”. It gives the
authority to Army to prohibit a gathering of five or more
persons in an area, allows it
use of force or, even opens
fire after administering due
caution if someone is in violation of the law. Also, if appropriate reasoning exists,
arresting an individual or,
entering/searching premises

APARNA YADAV SEES
OPPORTUNITY IN BJP

without a warrant; and ban
the possession of firearms.
Actually, the Act came into
being in September 1958, in
the context of increased violence in the Northeastern
States more than six decades
ago when the legally elected
government and the civil administration failed to control
the situation through the
means within. Over the years,
the erstwhile state of J&K was
also brought under the Act in
September 90 for law and order. Nevertheless, at this
stage, it may be pertinent to
view how have the people of
these states taken the imposition of this Act? Indeed, it has
all through been a controversial one, with human rights
groups opposing it as being
aggressive and regressive.
In spite of SC holding the
constitutional validity, AFSPA provokes strong reactions
both in the Northeast as well

A

parna Yadav, wife
of Akhilesh Yadav’s half brother
Prateek, who was
fielded as the SP
candidate from Lucknow
Cantonment seat, lost the
2017 Assembly elections to
BJP’s Rita Bahuguna Joshi.
Subsequently, she was kept at
an arm’s length by the Samajwadi Party president. That
did not dampen Aparna’s ambitions and she continued to
eye a role in UP politics. So
the moment Ajay Bisht (Yogi
Adityanath’s original name),
was anointed the chief minister of UP, Aparna grabbed
the chance with both hands.
Her maiden name Aparna
Bisht made it easy for her to
connect with the chief minister. That both belong to the
Garhwal region also helped

The killing of civilians
in a botched-up
ambush, mistaken to be
NSCN terrorists by a SF
unit of the armed forces in
Nagaland’s Mon district in
first week of December 21
and its violent
countrywide fallout
have once again put
the spotlight on the very
relevance and necessity of
the AFSPA of 1958
as the Kashmir region. The
perception remains that it is
particularly an anti-people
act that gives the armed forces the license to act with impunity and commit human
rights violations without accountability. A few far and

Aparna’s joining the BJP
has given the party a
psychological
advantage over the
SP and a stick to beat
Akhilesh Yadav with.
The SP chief was in news
when he had an on-stage
scuffle with his uncle
Shivpal Yadav who
broke away to form his
own party in 2017
her cause, though not immediately. Aware of Yogi’s dedication for cows, Aparna invited him to her cow shelter
in Lucknow soon after he
became the chief minister in

widespread cases of alleged
human rights violations,
where the armed forces have
stonewalled attempts to investigate and punish the
guilty, have only strengthened the belief and perception of the local populace.
Well, on the other hand, as
a veteran who has operated
both in North East and Kashmir valley, my personal perspective is that the army is
one of the important stakeholders in the entire debate,
and therefore, its version is
based on ground realities
should be given a due weightage. The three major arguments I shall offer in the defense of military perspective
would be, firstly, that India is
fighting a proxy war in these
states and therefore, AFSPA
enables the security forces to
fight both external and externally-abetted forces that
threaten to destabilize and
break the country.
Secondly, the army has its
institutions, set-ups, and even
road convoys running through
areas where AFSPA is ineffective. Therefore, the overall security of men and material merits protection under the powers
of AFSPA. Last but not the
least, operations & hot pursuit
may well take soldiers from areas where the law is imposed to
where it may have been revoked, thus allowing terrorists
safe hideouts for themselves.
Considering a wider perspective of current times, the
violence by terrorists is expected to increase in the near
future as the US troops have
withdrawn from Afghanistan
and
various
insurgent
groups are looking for occupation and money. In such
conditions, military authorities feel that once AFSPA is
removed, compulsions of polity will not allow its re-imposition even if the situation
worsens and that may jeopardize our national interests.
Yes, its never easy to fight
your own brethren who pick
up weapons against the state.
The forces in such circumstances are always working
“with one hand tied behind
their back”. We need to realize that “forces are deployed
not by choice but out of duty”
and if the political masters
feel that AFSPA needs to be
repealed, then, “the army
must be moved back to barracks” and the civil administration & police given charge
to deal with the problem.
There is no doubt that in
insurgency and militancyaffected areas, provisions
must be made for the protection of the armed forces during operations, and as such
most provisions of the Act
are perfectly valid and essential. However, in a democracy,
public opinion and perceptions must be taken into account when examining
whether a particular action
needs to be amended, reviewed or even repealed.

IN-DEPTH

UTTAR PRADESH
FACES WRATH OF
APEX COURT AND
DELHI HIGH COURT

S

tate officials keep
causing embarrassment to the government by their lax
ways even towards
orders of the Supreme Court.
The police are acquiring infamy
for their criminal ways of torturing and detain innocent people like the killing of a Kanpur
businessman in a hotel by the
Gorakhpur police and the abduction of two men from Delhi.
In a strong order on Wednesday, a Supreme Court bench
headed by Justice AM Khanwilkar rapped the UP government for not releasing the accused Vijay Kumar Sharma in
the Rs 3500 crore “bike bot”
ponzi on bail despite the apex
court’s month-old order. As if
the state has a parallel judicial
system, a magisterial court extended his judicial custody in
violation of the SC order.
On Tuesday the Delhi High
Court pulled up UP Police for
resorting to “complete forgery
of documents” and “illegally”
arresting two men from Delhi.
While arresting the two men,
the UP Police didn’t inform
their Delhi counterparts.

SPIRITUAL SPEAK
Do not let any unwholesome
talk come out of your mouths,
but only what is helpful for
building others up according
to their needs, that it may
benefit those who listen.
—Bible

TOP TWEETS
Narendra Modi
@narendramodi

On the 30th on this month, the first
#MannKiBaat of 2022 will take place.
I am sure you have lots to share in
terms of inspiring life stories and
topics. Share them on @mygovindia or
the NaMo App. Record your message
by dialling 1800-11-7800.
Kiren Rijiju
@KirenRijiju

THE VIEWS EXPRESSED BY
THE AUTHOR ARE PERSONAL

March 2017. And now she has
joined the BJP.
Aparna’s joining the BJP
has given the party a psychological advantage over the SP
and a stick to beat Akhilesh
Yadav with. The SP chief was
in news when he had an onstage scuffle with his uncle
Shivpal Yadav who broke
away to form his own party
in 2017. It is only now that the
two have patched up.
At the same time the BJP
may find it difficult to choose
its candidate for the Lucknow Cantonment seat.
There’s Aparna Yadav and
the last election’s winner
Rita Joshi who wants the
ticket for her son. Possibly,
Dr Dinesh Sharma, the Deputy Chief Minister, is also
said to be in contention for
that seat.
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Greetings to the @NDRFHQ on their
Raising Day. The response of NDRF in all
natural or man-made disaster and saving
the lives of the people and property are
always swift. PM @NarendraModi Ji has
accorded top priority to make India a
disaster resilient nation.
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Modern-day Mahabharata in UP as ‘PATRIARCH’
Mulayam unable to pacify and settle warring cousins!

THE INTERNAL STORY OF HOW AND WHY, APARNA YADAV DEFECTED NOT JUST HER PARTY BUT EVEN FAMILY TO JOIN THE BJP!
Gyanendra Kumar Shukla
Lucknow: One of the
most widely read and
appreciated epic from
Indian history has been
the
Mahabharata,
which has not only left
an indelible civilizational mark on land but
also left its stamp on the
psyche and even the
politics of the nation.
But, like they say history repeats itself, it
seems that the grandest
epic is being repeated in
the present day and age,
and in fact in the same

region as all those eons
ago - Yesterday’s Hastinapur, today’s Uttar
Pradesh.
But the parallels
don’t end there. In the
epic was a family and
two sets of opposing
groups and in the ‘Kaliyuga’ Mahabharata too,
there is one family and
two sets of opposing
groups! Interestingly,
here too both the factions are aiming for political power.
Let us clear the
smoke. The family is
‘Netaji’ Mulayam Ya-

dav’s and the groups
are Akhilesh Yadav’s
and the other being,
Aparna Yadav - the wife
of Mulayam’s second
wife’s son. On Wednesday, amidst much pomp
and fanfare, Aparna
joined the Bharatiya Jan a t a
Party,

Mulayam S Yadav

which is being seen as a
major blow to the SP
and particularly the Yadav family.
But what transpired
that Aparna had to enter BJP, against the
family and deal this
shocker to the SP right

Akhilesh Yadav

before elections? Informed sources in the
‘relevant circles’ close
to Aparna and Akhilesh, reveal that almost 16
years ago, there was an
agreement between her
husband -Prateek Yadav - and Akhilesh Ya-

Prateek Yadav

Aparna Yadav

GOA ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS

New entrant Amit Palekar is
AAP’s CM face for Goa polls
Panaji: The Aam Aadmi Party has announced
its Chief Ministerial
candidate for Goa. Amit
Palekar will be AAP’s
CM candidate, Delhi
chief minister and
AAP’s national convenor Arvind Kejriwal
said. The party will be
contesting all the 40 Assembly seats in Goa.
Palekar is an advocate
by
profession
and
comes
from
the
Bhandari community,
Kejriwal said.
Kejriwal had held a
door-to-door campaign
on Sunday in Cortalim
village of Goa, which is
scheduled to go to polls
this Feb. As a part of
the campaign, Kejriwal
along with other party
members was seen interacting with voters in
Cortalim. Pamphlets
were distributed to the

tween Hastinapur and
Indraprastha, similar,
in the modern version
too, at the time of the
agreement, Mulayam’s
property was also divided equally between
the two brothers - Akhilesh and Prateek. However, much like Akhilesh’s wife Dimple, Aparna too wanted her
‘right’ in the party and
due to this insistence of
Aparna, SP gave her
ticket in 2017. She contested and tasted defeat.
However, she blamed
Akhilesh for her defeat.

In such a situation,
Akhilesh Yadav, this
time around, did not
give the ticket to any
family member and the
political circles are rife
with this belief that after this decision of Akhilesh, Aparna came in
contact with BJP and
formally accepted the
membership of BJP.
So battleground ‘Kurukshetra’ (UP) is ready
to witness yet another
Mahabharata, and this
time too, the victor will
rewrite the history of
the land!

UP ASSEMBLY POLLS UPDATE

‘SHIV SENA, NCP TO GO WITHOUT CONG’
Union Home Minister Amit Shah arrives for BJP CEC meeting at BJP headquarters, in New Delhi on Wednesday.

Modi leads UP star campaigner
list: Maneka-Varun excluded
Arvind Kejriwal with the CM candidate Amit Palekar in Panaji

AMIT ASSURES CORRUPTION-FREE GOA
Panaji: AAP chief ministerial candidate Amit
Palekar for the Goa Assembly polls on Wednesday
assured a corruption-free Goa and promised to
bring back the glory which the State lost in the
last 20 years. “Amit Palekar will be AAP’s chief
ministerial candidate for the Goa Assembly pollsr.
He has done a lot for goa, contributed a lot in
corona times, and a new face who has never done
politics,” said Kejriwal. “I am guaranteeing you a
Corruption-free Goa. We will get back Goa’s lost
glory. A Goa everyone dreamt of. Goa which lost
its identity in the last 20 years, we promise to get
back that Goa. I will keep every word that I have
said and that is my guarantee,” said Palekar.

IN THE COURTYARD

Delhi HC issues notice to ED
on Pinki Irani’s bail plea
New Delhi: The Delhi
High Court on Wednesday issued notice to
Enforcement Directorate (ED) on bail Plea
of Pinky Irani, an alleged aide of multimillionaire conman
Sukesh
Chandrasekhar, arrested on
December 9, 2021, by
ED in the Rs 200 crore
money
laundering
case.
On January 11, 2022,
the trial court had rejected Irani’s bail petition in the matter. The
bench of Justice Mukta Gupta on Wednesday issued notice to
the probe agency and
sought a response of it
and listed the matter
for February 14, 2022,
for further hearing.
According to the ED,
Pinki Irani introduced
Chandrasekhar to Bollywood actor Jacqueline Fernandez.

dav. According to the
agreement, the parties
had agreed that only
Akhilesh will be the
heir to the father’s political legacy’, thereby
pushing Prateek to a
‘Vanvasa’, hypothetically speaking. Furthermore, it was also
agreed upon that Mulayam’s second wife Sadhna Gupta’s son
- Prateek will never enter politics.
In fact, just like
the Kuru land
was divided
equally be-

SC TO STEER EX GRATIA
PAYMENT TO KIN OF
COVID-19 DECEASED
New Delhi: The
Supreme Court on
Wednesday pulled up
state govts for failing to
disburse claims to the
next of kin of COVID-19
victims, and issued a
show cause notice to
the AP chief secretary
as to why contempt
action be not initiated
against him.
SC DIRECTS STATES ON
COVID COMPENSATION
New Delhi: The SC
pulled up the governments of Andhra
Pradesh, Bihar, and
Kerala on Wed and told
them to reach out to
the families who lost
their loved ones to
Covid.Justices M.R.
Shah and Sanjeev
Khanna told the Kerala
govt counsel to send
out its officers to those
families.

FORMER SC JUDGE EXPRESSES CONCERN ON
BOOKING CRITICS OF GOVT FOR SEDITION
Mumbai: Calling for abolishing the law on sedition,
former SC judge Rohinton Nariman has expressed
concern on booking of people who criticized the
govt for sedition. “Now, unfortunately, of late, we
have had in this country, young persons, students,
stand-up comedians, all being booked for freely
criticizing the govt of the day under sedition law.

voters during the campaign.
Kejriwal has promised cash assistance of
Rs 1,000 per month for
every woman above the
age of 18 years if his
party came to power in
the state in the 2022 As-

sembly elections. Kejriwal said, “Griha Aadhar benefit for women
will be increased from
Rs 1,500 to Rs 2,500 per
month. Rs 1,000 per
month will be given to
every female over 18
years.

Late CDS Rawat’s brother joins
BJP, may contest U’khand polls
New Delhi: Vijay Rawat, brother of India’s
first Chief of Defence
Staff General Bipin
Rawat who recently
died in a helicopter
crash, joined the BJP
on Wednesday. The BJP
may field him as its candidate in poll-bound Uttarakhand,
sources
said. Vijay Rawat, who
retired as a colonel
from the army, joined
BJP in the presence of
Uttarakhand CM Push-

kar S Dhami and RS MP
Anil Baluni. He thinks
out of the box and all
his efforts are directed
towards the country’s
betterment, Rawat said.

CONGRESS CEC TO MEET
TODAY AT 5 PM FOR
UTTARAKHAND POLLS
Dehradun : The Central
Election Committee (CEC)
of the Congress will meet
on Thursday at 5 pm for
the Uttarakhand assembly
polls, said sources on
Wednesday. The polling
for Uttarakhand Assembly
Election will take place in
a single phase on February 14. The counting of
votes will take place on
March 10.

New Delhi: The BJP on
Wednesday released a
list of 30-star campaigners for UP Assembly
elections. While many
star campaigners like
PM Modi, Union Home
Minister Amit Shah are
on the list, party MPs
and mother-son duo
Maneka Gandhi and
Varun Gandhi have
been excluded from the
list. The duo has been
victorious
multiple
times from Sultanpur
and Pilibhit. In the recent rejig of the BJP
national executive committee, the two were
also dropped from that
list. BJP releases a list
of 30 leaders.

NADDA ANNOUNCES
ALLIANCE WITH APNA
DAL, NISHAD PARTY
New Delhi: BJP president J P Nadda on Wed
announced an alliance
with Apna Dal and
Nishad Party, two parties
that draw their support
primarily from sections
of backward castes, for
the UP assembly polls.
Addressing a press conference, Nadda said the
three National Democratic
Alliance partners in the
state will fight the elections together.

18,000 AS PENSION PER FAMILY, PER YR

CONG CEC TO MEET
VIRTUALLY FOR SELECTION
OF CANDIDATES FOR
UPCOMING UP POLLS
New Delhi: Congress
Central Election Committee (CEC) to meet on Wed
through video conferencing for the selection
of candidates for the
upcoming UP Assembly
elections, sources said.
Till now, the party has announced 125 candidates
for the polls. The polling
in Uttar Pradesh will be
held on February 10.

BJP’S RITA SEEKS TICKET
FOR SON, OFFERS TO
RESIGN FROM LS
Lucknow : BJP MP and a
senior leader from UP Rita
Bahuguna Joshi on Wed
said that she is patiently
waiting for the decision of
the party’s top leadership
about her proposal sent to
BJP chief JP Nadda for giving ticket to her son in the
upcoming state elections.
She is hoping that their
decision will be communicated and accordingly, she
will make her next move.”

BATTLE FOR UP: RAHUL, PRIYANKA ARE SECULAR,
SAYS IMC CHIEF MAULANA TAUQEER RAZA KHAN
Lucknow: Ittihad-e-Millat Council chief Maulana Tauqeer
Raza Khan has said that after meeting Cong leaders Priyanka Gandhi and Rahul Gandhi, he realised that these
two siblings were truly secular and therefore decided to
support them. “We had our resentment with Congress,
but BJP took advantage of it. We are responsible for the
loss of the country. This step has been taken to rectify
that mistake,” he said.

CLAIM GAME

Batla House terrorists were ‘martyrs’: Raza Khan
Bareilly : Day after
joining the party, Congress leader Maulana
Tauqeer Raza Khan on
Wednesday said that
those killed in the Batla
House encounter in the
national capital in 2008
should be declared as
“martyrs”. “People who
died in Batla House
were not terrorists,
they should be given
martyr status,” Khan
told ANI.
He said, “After the
formation of the Congress government at the
Centre, they said an investigation will be con-

ducted into Batla House
encounter.
Those killed in the
Batla House encounter
were not terrorists,
they should get martyr
status. But Congress
did not get the inquiry

done.” “I will always oppose Congress if they
go wrong.
But, as of now, it
seems that only Congress is needed for Uttar Pradesh and for the
whole country. Con-

gressmen are true secularists,” he said.
Politician and Islamic
cleric
Maulana
Tauqeer Raza Khan,
who was earlier booked
for derogatory comments against PM Narendra Modi and reportedly issuing threats
against the Hindu community, joined Congress ahead of the Uttar
Pradesh Assembly polls
on Tuesday. I request all
the UP people, especially Muslims that if you
want to maintain peace
here, vote for Congress,” Khan had said.

SAMBIT PATRA CONDEMNS REMARKS
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PM lauds zeal of teens for getting jabbed
Momentum must continue, says PM while reacting to Mandaviya’s tweet 28 Mumbai, 21 Pune cops
New Delhi: Prime Minister Narendra Modi on
Wednesday
lauded
youngsters in the 15-18
age group for showing
enthusiasm in getting
vaccinated against Covid-19 and called for continuing the momentum.
While reacting to Union Health Minister Dr
Mansukh Mandaviya’s
tweet the Prime Minister said “Young and
youthful India showing
the way! This is encouraging news. Let us keep
the momentum. It is important to vaccinate
and observe all Covid-19
related protocols. Together, we will fight this
pandemic.”
Earlier on Tuesday,
Mandaviya informed
that over 50 per cent of
children between the
15-18 age group have received the first dose of
Covid-19 vaccine so far
in the country, since
January 3 when vaccination drive for the age
group commenced.”Big
day for India’s fight
against Covid-19! Over
50 per cent of our

test +ve in last 24 hours

HIGHLIGHTS
 India’s Covid-19
vaccination coverage
exceeds 158.88 crore
 Karnataka to take
decision on relaxation after consulting
experts
 MoS Kapil Patil
tests positive

youngesters between
15-18 age group have received their 1st dose of
the Covid-19 vaccine.
Well done, my Young
Friends! Your enthusiasm for vaccination is
inspiring people all
over India. Sabko Vaccine Muft Vaccine,”
Mandaviya tweeted.
“Amazing enthusiasm among young India
for Covid-19 vaccination over 3.5 crore children between the 15-18
age group have received
the first dose of Covid-19 vaccine, since January 3. Congratulations
to all my young friends
who have got vaccinated,” the health minister
tweeted.
—ANI

 Fardeen Khan tests
positive for Covid
 No relaxation on
norms in Delhi as
positivity rate ‘not
low enough’: Jain
 Czech singer Hana
Horka dies after
catching Covid
 US to provide

additional one million
vaccine doses to
Afghanistan: Blinken
 Grammy Awards
2022 rescheduled
due to Omicron
concern for April in
Las Vegas
 Study: No evidence
of transmitting virus
through breastfeeding

A girl reacts as she gets inoculated with a dose of the Covid-19 vaccine, at SKM Hall, in Patna on
Wednesday.
— PHOTO BY ANI

NDRF’s courage, professionalism
extremely motivating, says Modi
New Delhi: Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Wednesday lauded the National Disaster Response Force
(NDRF) on its Raising Day and said that the force was
at the forefront of many rescue and relief measures.
The Prime Minister said that NDRF’s courage and
professionalism are extremely motivating. “Greetings
to the hardworking @NDRFHQ team on their Raising
Day. They are at the forefront of many rescue and relief
measures, often in very challenging circumstances.
NDRF’s courage and professionalism are extremely
motivating. Best wishes to them for their future endeavours,” Prime Minister tweeted.
—ANI

Rahul takes swipe at Modi
‘Al-Qaida’s links with
over China’s illegal bridge

terror groups LeT,
JeM strengthening’
New York: Al-Qaida’s linkages with
UNSC proscribed Pakistan-based terror
groups like LeT and
JeM has continued to
strengthen, India’s
envoy to the UN has
said,
underlining
that the recent developments in Afghanistan have only served
to re-energise the terrorist group.
India’s Permanent
Representative to the
UN Ambassador TS
Tirumurti told the
International Counter-Terrorism Conference 2022 organised by the Global
Counter-Terrorism
Council on Tuesday
that the Islamic State
(ISIS) has changed its
modus operandi with
its core focus is now
on regaining ground
in Syria and Iraq, and
its regional affiliates
are
strengthening
their expansion.
“Similarly, al-Qaida remains a major
threat and recent developments in Afghanistan have only
served to re-energise

them.
Al-Qaida’s
linkages with Security Council proscribed terrorist entities like Let and JeM
has continued to
strengthen,” he said.
Tirumurti, who is
also the Chair of the
UNSC Counter-terrorism Committee
for 2022, said that in
the global counterterrorism domain,
the 9/11 terrorist attacks in 2001 had
proved to be a “turning point in our approach towards terrorism.”
The September 11
attacks highlighted
that the threat of terrorism is grave and
universal and can
only be defeated by
the collective efforts
of all UN member
states, he said. —PTI

New Delhi: Rahul Gandhi, for the second day
in a row, took a swipe at
Prime Minister Narendra Modi, this time over
reports of China constructing a bridge on the
Pangong Tso Lake in
Ladakh near the Line of
Actual Control (LAC).
The former Congress
chief had questioned
the Prime Minister’s silence on the same on
January 4 as well. This
time he tagged a picture
with arrows showing
the alleged Chinese
bridge on Pangong Tso
Lake, which is extremely close to the LAC.
“China is building a
illegal bridge in our
country. The PLA’s spir-

its are increasing due to
the silence of the PM.
Now it is a fear that PM
may not reach to inaugurate this bridge too,”
said the Rahul throwing
shade at the PM. The
construction of the
bridge across the Pangong gives Chinese forces the ability to mobilise
soldiers to either bank
of the Lake.
—Agencies

New
Delhi: Many
learned individuals believe that it is a good development that the sale
of Central Electronics
Limited (CEL) has
stopped. The government had decided to sell
it and Nandal Finance
and Leasing Company
Pvt Ltd had bought it at
a bid of Rs 210 crore.
Two companies had bid
to buy this PSU located

in Sahibabad, adjacent
to Delhi. The bid of the
second company was Rs
190 crore.
But workers’ unions
opposed it, opposition
MPs wrote letters, campaigns took place on social media, and one of
the
best
Congress
spokespersons, Gaurav
Vallabh, explained the
nuances of it by holding
a press conference. After
all this, the government
has banned its sale and

Mussoorie: A total of
84 IAS trainee officers
and faculty members
have tested positive at
the Lal Bahadur Shastri National Academy
of
Administration,
Mussoorie, said academy administration on

New Delhi: Every year
tableaux of States, Union Territories, departments of the Government of India, etc. march
down New Delhi’s Rajpath on 26 January. Last
year, a total of 32 tableaux rolled down Rajpath of which 17 were
from States and UTs. A
selected number of tableaux make it to the Republic Day parade. So,
obviously the tableaux
of some states get reject-

ed every year. But this
year when the country is
celebrating the ‘Azadi Ka
Amrit Mahotsav’, perhaps some relaxation
can be given and the
number of tableaux can
be increased. However,
even if the number is increased, the controversy
that is happening now
would not have happened.
Right now there is a
controversy regarding
the tableaux of West
Bengal and Kerala. Surprisingly, the tableaux of

West Bengal was based
on the heroes of independence, yet it was rejected. The State Government has said that on the
occasion of 125th birth
anniversary of Netaji

Subhas Chandra Bose, a
tableau of the Azad Hind
Sena was made and photographs of great freedom fighters of Bengal
were also included in it.
Pictures of Gurudev Ra-

Wednesday.
After the massive
spread of the virus on
the campus, to control
the spread further, the
administration
has
made
containment
zones inside the academy itself. ‘Everyone’s

health is being checked
at the campus. Notably,
Uttarakhand on Tuesday reported 4,482 new
Covid cases, 1,865 recoveries and six deaths
in the last 24 hours.
The active cases stand
at 20,620.
—Agencies

Centre to amend rules to ensure
availability of babus for deputation
New Delhi: With an
aim to ensure the sufficient number of the
IAS officers for the Central deputation, the
Ministry of Personnel,
Public Grievances and
Pensions is planning to
amend the existing service rules of IAS
(cadre) Rules, 1954, officials said.
According to officials, the Ministry’s
proposal will ensure a
greater say of the Centre compared to the
States and Union Territories or from
the joint cadre.
T h e
Central

CABINET OK’S `1,500 CR FOR IREDA

move came after it
found that states
have not released
adequate numbers
of IAS officers
as part of the
central deputation reserve
de-

is investigating allegations of being sold to the
company at a low bid.
Surprisingly, why was
the company’s worth not
assessed before selling?
This company has 50
acres of land in Sahibabad, which is worth
around five hundred
crores. Think, the company has more than
twice the land that the
company was being sold
on and on top of that the
company is making prof-

it. This company of the
Government of India,
formed in 1974, made the
first solar cell and the
first solar panel and established
the
first
solar plant.
The third thing is that
the work of the company
to whom it was sold is of
furniture and interior.
Premier Furniture & Interiors Pvt Ltd holds
99.96 per cent stake in
Nandal Finance which
had bought it.

What is actual reason behind rejecting tableaux?
Anita Hada

Also, 21 police personnel tested Covid-19 positive on
Tuesday in Pune city.
With this, the number of infected police
personnel in the city
rose to 504, said Pune
police. Meanwhile,
Maharashtra reported 39,207 new Covid-19 cases and 53
deaths in the state on
Tuesday.
—ANI

84 IAS trainees, faculty members
test +ve at Mussoorie institute

HOW DID THE SALE OF CEL STOP?
Sharat K Verma

Mumbai: As many as
28 Mumbai policemen tested positive
for Covid-19 in the
past 24 hours, informed police on
Wednesday.
With this, the tally
of positive police personnel rose to 1,273 in
the city. A total of 127
personnel have died
so far from the infection, said the Mumbai police.
A total of 10,666 policemen have been
found positive in
Mumbai so far.

bindranath Tagore, Swami Vivekananda, Deshbandhu Chittaranjan
Das, Maharishi Arvind,
Matangini Hazra, Bhagwan Birsa Munda etc.
were also put in the tableaux.
Similarly, the tableau
of the Kerala government was based on the
great social reformer
Narayan Guru, who
campaigned for breaking the caste-barrier and
untouchability. Along
with this, the state government had also shown

Jatayu Park as a tourist
center in the tableau.
But it was rejected. It is
being told that the central government wanted
the tableau to be on
Shankaracharya. Kerala
tableau has been rejected thrice in the last four
years and that is when
the ruling Communist
Party made it a big issue.
State ministers and leaders have asked the BJP
whether they agree with
the central government’s
decision to reject the tableau of Narayan Guru.

spite several reminders
by the Ministry of the
Personnel.
The Ministry sent the
proposal to seek changes in IAS (Cadre) Service Rule, 1954, to all the
State Governments on
December 20 last year
and were asked to respond by January 5,
2022 with their comments.
—Agencies

Tenure of National
Commission for
Safai Karamcharis
extended till 2025
New Delhi: The Government on Wednesday
approved the extension
of the tenure of the National Commission for
Safai Karamcharis for
three years uptill March
31, 2025. The total implication of the extension
for three years would be
approx Rs 43.68 crore.
The decision was taken in a meeting of the
Union Cabinet chaired
by PM Narendra Modi,
I&B Minister Anurag
Thakur said.
—ANI

CRUCIAL READ
AIR INDIA CURTAILS US OPERATIONS OVER
5G ISSUE, FOUR FLIGHTS SUSPENDED

New Delhi: New Delhi: After several international airlines
curtailed their operations to the United States due to
deployment of 5G communications in the US, Air India on
Wednesday also suspended four of its flights scheduled to
the US. Air India announced the suspension of flight operations between Delhi Airport and San Francisco, Chicago
and John F Kennedy. It will also suspend a Mumbai to
Newark flight. It will continue to fly into Washington DC’s
Dulles International Airport. Air India in a tweet said, “Due
to deployment of 5G communications in the USA, our operations to the USA from India stand curtailed/revised with
change in aircraft type from 19th January 2022. Update in
this regard will be informed shortly.”
—ANI

PFC-REC MAKE
FURTHER
REDUCTION IN
LENDING RATES

ED SEIZES `10 CR
FROM RESIDENCE OF
PUNJAB CM’S
RELATIVE, OTHERS

New Delhi: Stateowned non-banking
financial companies,
Power Finance Corporation (PFC) and REC
Limited have further
reduced their lending
rates across all types of
loans by 40 Bps. Union
Minister RK Singh
expressed satisfaction
at the continued efforts
by both companies
to reduce rates and
remain competitive. In
the last about one year,
both the organisations
have reduced lending
rates cumulatively by
upto 3 per cent. —ANI

New Delhi: The ED has
seized more than Rs 10
crore cash, gold worth
above 21 lakh and a
Rolex watch worth Rs 12
lakh from the residential
premises of land mafia
Bhupinder Singh Honey,
a relative of state Chief
Minister Charanjit Singh
Channi, and others in
connection with an alleged illegal sand mining
case. The ED declares
the recoveries after it
concluded its two-day
raid conducted at the
business and residential
premises of the accused
—ANI
persons.
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NEW CARS, OLD WOES!

Delhi-Mumbai
corridor to
increase
These SUVs are the choice of Minister for motor garage Rajendra tourism, trade
Singh Yadav and the purchase has been completed under the eyes
of the then Motor Garage Controller Ramawatar Meena
Rajendra Chhabra
Jaipur: The 30 high end
SUVs purchased by the
state government are
parked in the state motor garage for the past 15
days and it is for the first
time that the state government has purchased
such expensive drives to
be alloted to ministers.
However, for the allotment, an ‘auspicious
time’ is being awaited.
These SUVs are the
choice of Minister for
motor garage Rajendra
Singh Yadav and the
purchase has been completed under the eyes of
Motor Garage Controller Ramawatar Meena,
a RAS of 1996 batch.
Completely computerised and with new driving technique, these
SUVs do not have a
spare tyre and it is for
the first time that cars
without a spare wheel
have been purchased.
The drivers of motor
garage are surprised
and confused about the
qualities of the SUVs
and they are worried
that if the tyres get
punctured while in the

First India Bureau

SPECIAL FEATURES
 7-seaters to accommodate more people
accompanying the
Ministers during tours
 Sturdy enough to

negotiate tough roads in
far-flung areas
 4X4 gear system
to bail out of sandy

field, what then will
happen? Till today they
would change the tyres.
However word is that
there is some solution
bottle being provided in
the tool kit for on the
spot addressal of a tyre

NEWS DIGEST
RAPE CASE: HIGH COURT TO HEAR
ASARAM BAIL PETITION TODAY
Jodhpur: The hearing on Asaram’s bail plea could
not be held in the High Court on Tuesday as the
victim’s lawyer is indisposed
and hence sought more
time. The Divisional Bench of
Justices Sandeep Mehta and
Vinod Kumar Bharwani has
posted the hearing to Jan 20
now. During the last hearing,
the lawyer of the self-styled
godman had raised questions on the basis of the
contents of a book ‘Gunning for the Godman’.

COPS ON NIGHT PATROLLING WILL GET
TEA BY THEIR CHECKING OFFICERS
Jaipur: Policemen on night patrolling duty in
Rajasthan will get tea once a night by their
checking officers. To boost
the morale of policemen and
in view of the severe cold
conditions, DGP ML Lather
has taken this decision. The
DGP has issued instructions to all range IGs
and SPs in this regard.
—Shivendra Parmar

ACB COURT ISSUES NOTICE TO COUNCILLOR’S
HUBBY TO APPEAR ON FEBRUARY 24
Ajmer: ACB court has issued notice to Ranjan
Sharma, who is absconding in the case of taking
Rs 2 lakh after demanding a bribe of 50 lakhs for
the work of leveling a land in Jonesganj area, to
appear before court on Feb 24. Sharma is the husband of a councillor. The court has directed Ranjan
Sharma to appear before the court. The ACB had
returned the arrest warrant issued against Ranjan
Sharma on the grounds that he was not found.

stretches
 6 airbags saving
more lives
 Height 2.44 mm
more than old cars,
leaving more space
beneath to take on jerks
without hitting the bottom and damaging parts

puncture. It is obvious
that the old drivers will
find it difficult to leanr
the systems of the new
SUVs including how to
mend a punctured tyre.
Ramawatar Meena
has been serving as

Controller since March
2019 and has a good understanding with minister Rajendra Yadav,
who has been the minister for Motor Garage for
over three years now.
Meanwhile, Meena has
been promoted from
RAS to IAS and the DoP
has given him a new
posting in SC-ST Finance
Corporation,
however he has not let
go of the charge of Motor Garage. The DoP
has not appointed any
RAS in his place as Controller and word is that
the minister is in no
mood to relieve him.

Jaipur: Tourism and
business will get a push
after Delhi-Mumbai Express Corridor is ready
by January 2023.
The 1350 km long Expressway will save time
and curb pollution.
8-lane axis control expressway is being built
at a cost of Rs 1 lakh
crore. 4 lanes are being
built separately for electric vehicles and it will
be the country’s first
expressway to have dedicated electric vehicle
four lanes. There is also
a proposal to build new
industrial townships
and smart cities along
the expressway. Interval spots will be developed at 92 places on the
entire route.After the
expressway is ready, the
distance between DelhiMumbai will be reduced
by 150 km and the journey will be possible in
just 12 hours. Traffic
from Delhi to Dausa
will start from March.

Give possession of land
to soldier’s widow: HC
First India Bureau
Jodhpur: Taking a serious note of the denial
of the possession of a
piece of land to an
Army soldier’s widow,
allotted to her over 30
years ago, the Rajasthan
High Court has asked
the state government to
give her the possession
within two weeks.
A bench of Justice
Dinesh Mehta on Tuesday also asked the government to find another
appropriate piece of
land for her if giving
possession of the allotted land to her was not
possible.
The bench issued the
directions to the Pali
district magistrate and
sub-divisional magistrate of the Bali sub-division of the district on
the plea of late soldier
Hari Singh’s widow Lahar Kanwar.
In her petition to the
High
Court
filed
through advocate Devki
Nandan Vyas, Kanwar
told the High Court that
her husband had taken
part in the 1965 and
1971-72 wars and had received many awards
like Raksha Medal, Samar Seva Star and Sangram Medal.

MARRIED DAUGHTER CAN GET JOB
ON COMPASSIONATE GROUND: HC
Jodhpur: Delivering a milestone judgment with
regard to providing jobs to children of deceased or
disabled employees on compassionate grounds,
the High Court on Wednesday ruled that even the
married daughters can be appointed in the place of
her father as per her merits. The Bench of Justice Pushpendra Singh Bhati ordered the Jaipur
Discom to provide job to the petitioner Shobha
Devi of Jaisalmer, saying if no other dependant is
eligible to take up a job, it can be given to a married daughter of the employee willing to look after
his other dependant.

ROADWAYS TO GIVE APPOINTMENT
TO 25 MARRIED DAUGHTERS
Jaipur: In an important development, the Rajasthan Roadways has decided to give compassionate appointment to the
married daughter of the deceased employees. Roadways
Management sent a proposal in
this regard to the state government. As per official sources,
married daughters of about 25 deceased employees will get compassionate appointment.

Union Budget: Raj expects nod to canal project
Yogesh Sharma

CM GEHLOT WRITES TO PM MODI

Jaipur: When will the
thirst of 13 districts of
Rajasthan
be
quenched? Before the
Union budget, this question is echoing in the
political corridors from
Delhi to Jaipur. Rajasthan has the highest
expectations from Nirmala
Sitharaman’s
budget, approval for
that canal project,
through which the thirst

 CM Ashok Gehlot
has written a letter to
PM Modi regarding the
issue. There are also
allegations of breach of
promise.
 BJP MP Dr. Ki-

rodi Lal Meena has
also raised the matter.
of the people and farms
of East Rajasthan and
Hadoti can be quenched.

The issue of East Rajasthan canal project
between Modi govern-

The hope of the people
of the state is also high
because Union Minister
Gajendra Singh Shekhawat is from Rajasthan.
 Districts spread from
Dholpur to Jhalawar and
Dausa often face famine
and drought.

ment and Gehlot government has been stuck
for a long time.

CM Ashok Gehlot has
written a letter to PM
Modi regarding this.
There are also allegations
of breach of promise.
Districts spread from
Dholpur to Jhalawar
and Dausa often face
famine and drought.
There is a lack of drinking water for the people,
as well as the lack of water has tarnished the
industrial
prosperity in 13 districts Jhalawar, Baran, Kota, Bundi,

3 die as bus hits tempo due to Kusum scheme deadline
fog in Dholpur, two die in Pali extended till Feb 28
First India Bureau

First India Bureau

Dholpur/Pali: In a collision between a Roadways bus and a tempo
Wednesday, 3 people
died including father
and son. The accident
happened because of
fog in the Dholpur PS
area. Three others who
were injured. In Pali,
father and son were
killed when unknown
vehicle hit the bike near
Sabalpura on NH162 in
Pali on Wednesday.

Jaipur: Energy Minister Bhanwar Singh
Bhati on Wednesday informed that taking a big
decision in the interest
of farmers, the period
of Kusum-A scheme
has been extended till
February 28. He said
that now farmers who
have already registered
solar plants under Kusum-A scheme will be
able to make power purchase agreement with

TWO DIE AS TRACTOR TROLLEY
OVERTURNS IN PRATAPGARH

Pratapgarh: Two people were killed when a tractor trolley full of laborers overturned in Faredi village of Arnod
subdivision headquarters of Pratapgarh. Eighteen people
aboard the trolley were injured. After the accident, the
injured were brought to Arnod Primary Health Center
where their treatment is going on.
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Bhanwar Singh Bhati and Dr
Subodh Agarwal

Energy Development
Corporation till February 28, while project security amount will also
be deposited by February 28.

Couple beaten
in Rajsamand
village, video
goes viral
Tarun Joshi
Rajsamand: A husband and wife were
beaten up and humiliated after the decree
was issued by the village Panch in Kumbhalgarh block of Machada
village. The incident
occurred because the
woman had deserted
her first husband and
started living with another man following the
ancient tradition of
Naata Pratha. But the
family members of the
first husband did not
take the woman’s decision easy and decided to
teach them a lesson.
The couple were tied
with ropes and thrashed
with sticks for two
hours in the middle of
the village. The panch
also imposed a fine of
Rs 40,000 on each. The
couple remained silent
for six days but when
the video of incident
surfaced, the victim’s
family lodged a complaint at Gogunda police station.

ROLE MODEL

Class 10 pass Jhalawar farmer
designing curriculum for varsity
Jhalawar: A Class 10
pass farmer from Rajasthan’s Jhalawar is
designing a curriculum
on natural farming for
students of BSc, MSc
and PhD in the state agricultural universities.
Hukumchand
Patidar, who hails from
Rajasthan’s Jhalawar
was awarded Padma
Shri in 2019 for his contribution to the field of
natural farming.

Hukumchand Patidar

Speaking to ANI,
Patidar said that he is a

member of a committee
of the Indian Council
for Agriculture Research (ICAR) that
comes under the Union
Ministry of Agriculture.
“ICAR has constituted a committee to deal
with the problems in
agriculture and has directed to prepare a curriculum for the classes
of BSc, MSc and PhD.
The committee com-

prises a few farmers,
scientists and professors.
We have to give a detailed report to the government of India on the
subjects that we would
research. Doing so
would reduce the expenditure in agriculture,” Patidar told ANI
hoping that natural
farming will solve the
existing problems in India.
—ANI

NO NEW POSTING
FOR PROMOTEE IAS
SHOW CAUSE NOTICE ISSUED TO OSD OF
FORMER HEALTH MINISTER!

S

how cause notice has been issued to
the then OSD Ayurveda Manohar Pareek.
Government Secretary Ayurveda Vinita
Srivastava issued show cause notice. The grant
from the Centre for the school herbal garden
scheme is not used even for three years. Due
to this negligence, there is uncertainty over the
central grant in the coming years. Apart from
this, there is a serious allegation of issuing a tender amounting to Rs 25
lakh without e-tendering. Answer has been sought from Pareek
—Vikas Sharma
regarding these financial irregularities in next 7 days.

A

fter the IAS transfer list
released on Sunday there
is disappointment among
recently promoted officers.
Two months ago 17 RAS were
promoted to IAS. Out of these
only Rashmi Sharma’s
department was changed.
While other IAS were expected
to get new responsibility in this
transfer list. But they have
been kept on the existing posts
only. None of these has been
made a collector in this list.
—Dr Rituraj Sharma

The human being is a “work in
process”, over the years I have
realized that all of us are
incomplete, striving towards ‘completeness’.

2ND FRONT

—Jagdeesh Chandra, CEO & Editor-in-Chief, First India
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Council of Ministers bat for starting PM Modi to launch
Brahma Kumaris
vaccination for 12 years plus kids yr-long events today
AZADI KA AMRIT MAHOTSAV

RAJ GOVT FILES AFFIDAVIT IN SC
OVER COVID-19 COMPENSATION

Emphasis on
adherence to covid
protocol and
vaccination must,
Ministers said

New Delhi: The Rajasthan govt on Wednesday filed an affidavit in
the SC regarding compensation paid to the
Covid victims during
the pandemic. It has
said in the affidavit that
it has disbursed a total
of Rs 44,57,50,000 in this

Naresh Sharma
Jaipur: Concern was
expressed over the increasing infection of
Covid in a meeting of
the State Council of
Ministers held under
the chairmanship of CM
Ashok Gehlot through
VC on Wednesday. It was
told in the meeting that
the positivity rate has
been increasing continuously for the last
few weeks and in just
one week, this rate has
doubled from 7.61 percent to 15.52 percent. To
stop this pace of infection, the Covid protocol
must be followed continuously by the general public.

CM Ashok Gehlot

SIGH OF RELIEF! 1 YR RELAXATION
TO MINISTERIAL CADRE POSTS
Jaipur: Giving a major relief to ministerial cadre,
CM Ashok Gehlot has given a relaxation of 1 year
in experience for promotion in all posts in the
ministerial cadre. On Wednesday the Personnel
Dept issued a circular giving relaxation in the posts
of approved clerical cadre in subordinate office. On
third relaxation has been given given for DPC of
different posts in different departments and now
no separate letter will have to be given to personnel
department for relaxation in experience. Notably, the
one-third relaxation has been given only on fulfilling
the prescribed criteria. This move will fill the vacant
posts in the subordinate offices in ministerial cadre.

SACHIN PILOT IN VARANASI

Post polls, central govt
will try to bring agri laws
through backdoor: Pilot

Sachin Pilot addresses press conference in Varanasi on Wednesday.

First India Bureau
Varanasi: Former Deputy CM Sachin Pilot,
who went for campaigning in UP elections, targeted central govt & UP
govt on issues of farmers. “According to NSSO
report, the debt has increased more than the
average income of the
farmer. It is suspected
that as soon as the elections are over, central
govt will try to implement agri laws through
backdoor,” Pilot said.

“The CM here talks
about Hindu-Muslim
and gives divisive statements. UP CM did not
help anyone on ground
other than getting photo printed in advertisement,” he said. On question of Congress winning seats in UP, Pilot
said that the results will
be shocking. “Congress
is playing the role of opposition. On every major issue, Congress
fought on the road. SP
and BSP were nowhere
to be seen,” he stressed.

NIA to open new
office in Jpr soon
First India Bureau
Jaipur: With Central
Government
giving
more teeth to the National
Investigation
Agency (NIA), giving
approval for opening of
more field offices across
the nation, soon a field
office will be opened in
state capital Jaipur too
for which senior officers will come from Delhi to Jaipur to find and
inspect a suitable building. Till the time the
field office is established, NIA can also
make temporary office
till the search is over
and it is believed that
the temporary office
can be set up in CBI office. As a result of this
move, NIA's interference will increase in
Rajasthan, and in such
a situation, NIA can investigate any case
without the permission of the state government. Interestingly,
NIA may also take over
probe of Lokesh Sharma phone tape case.

CM’S GIFT FOR
BARMER DIST

Jaipur: CM Ashok Gehlot will lay foundation
stone of projects virtually in Barmer: A hosp
that will be built for Rs
192 crore, inaugurate
ICU ward, dedicate
building of an engg college, lay foundation of
a Railway underbridge
and overbridge. Barmer
MLA Mevaram Jain said
that it will be historic
day for Barmer.

regard so far. Of this, Rs
43,16,50,000 has been
transferred to 8,633
bank accounts. As per
the fresh guidelines of
the court, the govt also
gave a wide publicity to
its invitation to apply
for compensation. Applications were also in-

vited through online, eMitra and kiosks. Total
of 281 applications have
been received till Jan 11
this year. The court
gave Bihar and AP a
dressing down and summoned their CSs. The
next hearing will be
held on February 4.

FROM PG 1
Budget session...
and value addition. It is noteworthy that in order to
promote the processing, business and export of agricultural products in the state, the state government had implemented the Agro Processing, Agribusiness and Agriculture Export Policy-2019.
The cabinet has also decided to amend the educational qualification for the post of curator in the
Department of Archeology and Museums. With this
decision, students of history as well as candidates
of museology will also get an opportunity to appear
in the competitive examination of this post. With
this, the work of management of museums can be
done with new technology and scientific method.

Moni Sharma

7 INITIATIVES TO
BE UNVEILED...

New Delhi: Prime Minister Narendra Modi is
 MY INDIA
slated to unveil the
HEALTHY INDIA
year-long initiatives in AATMANIRBHAR
cluding 30 campaigns
BHARAT: SELF REand over 15,000 proLIANT FARMERS
grammes and events by
the Brahma Kumaris
 POWER OF PEACE
dedicated to ‘Azadi Ka
BUS CAMPAIGN
Amrit Mahotsav’ mark WOMEN: FLAG
ing the 75th year of InBEARERS OF
dia’s Independence.
INDIA
PM Narendra Modi
will deliver the keynote
 ANDEKHA BHARAT
address at the national
CYCLE RALLY
launch ceremony today
at 10:30 am through vir SWACHH BHARAT:
tual mode, the Prime
GREEN INITIATIVES
Minister’s Office in UNITED
formed on Wednesday.
INDIA MOThe event is being
TOR BIKE
held on the occasion of
CAMthe 53rd Ascension AnPAIGN
niversary of Pitashree
Prajapita Brahma,
who founded the
Brahma
Kumaris.
PM Narendra Modi

CS urges dept to develop protected forest areas
Dr Rituraj Sharma
Jaipur: Chief Secretary Niranjan Arya said
that there is a need to
protect the extinct wildlife
like
Godavan,
Chinkara, Blackbuck,
Panther and Vulture
etc. He said that forests
and wildlife are very
necessary to maintain
the natural balance. At
the same time, keeping
in mind the deteriorating ecosystem, it is time

Niranjan Arya presides over meeting of Rajasthan Protected Areas
Conservation Committee on Wednesday. Also seen is Sreya Guha.

to become aware about
the conservation of
wildlife, so that they
can avoid extinction.

Arya was presiding
over the meeting of the
Rajasthan Protected Areas Conservation Com-

Republic Day: Who will unfurl flag where?
First India Bureau
Jaipur: Ministers and
deputy chief whip
have been authorized
for unfurling national
flag in 30 districts on
Republic Day. In the
rest of the 3 districts,
the collector will unfurl the flag.
GAD Secretary Jitendra Upadhyay approved
the file to authorize
ministers and deputy
chief whip for flag unfurling in 30 districts.

l Dr

BD Kalla-Bikaner l Shanti Dhariwal-Kota l
Hemaram Chaudhary-Barmer l Parsadi Lal-Dausa l
Lalchand Kataria-Ajmer l Mahendrajeet Malviya-Banswara l Dr Mahesh Joshi-Pali l Ramlal Jat-Bhilwara
l Pramod Bhaya-Baran l Vishvendra Singh-Bharatpur l Ramesh Meena in Karauli l Udailal Anjana in
C’garh l Pratap S Khachariyawas-Udaipur l Saleh
Mohammad-Jaisalmer l Mamta Bhupesh-Jhunjhunu
l Bhajan L Jatav-S’Madhopur l Tikaram Jully-Alwar
l Govind R Meghwal-Ganganagar l Shakuntala
Rawat-Sikar l Brijendra Ola-Churu l Murari MeenaP’garh l Rajendra Gudha-Tonk l Zahida Khan-Dholpur l Arjun Bamaniya-D’pur l Ashok Chandna-Bundi
l Bhanwar S Bhati-Rajsamand l Rajendra YadavNagaur l Sukhram Bishnoi-Jalore l Dr Subhash
Garg -Jodh l Mahendra Chaudhary-Sirohi

mittee at the Government Secretariat here
on Wednesday. He directed the officers to
work out a strategy to
resettle the extinct
wildlife and develop
protected forest areas.
Sreya Guha, Principal Secretary, Forest
Department, informed
that every possible effort is being made by
the Forest Department
to preserve the extinct
wildlife and increase

their numbers. For this,
protected forest areas
are being developed.
In the meeting, the
review of the activities
of the Executive Committee for the year 201819, 2019-20 and 2020-21,
the decision on the proposals of the Executive
Committee and the approval of the Annual
Budget and Annual Action Plan for the year
2020-21 were discussed
in detail.

RERA fines builders for not
filing quarterly reports
Abhishek Srivastava
Jaipur: The full bench
of the Real Estate Regulatory
Authority
(RERA) has imposed a
penalty of Rs 5,000 per
report in 15 cases for
not submitting quarterly progress reports
on time. Builders were
warned for strict action
in 2 cases and in 23 cases, builders sought time
to file a reply. They were

instructed to submit
the reply before the
next hearing on February 3. Bench, in suo
moto action, had heard
the cases in the recent
past. 34 cases were
dropped because the report was presented in
RERA before hearing.
The matter is related to
118 projects of 75 builders in which quarterly
reports were not submitted to RERA.

TRANSFER GAMES ‘DEFEAT’ SPORTS DEPARTMENT!
Rajendra Chhabra
Jaipur: An abysmal situation exists in the Department of Sports and
Youth Affairs and in the
past one year, the department has become a ‘football’ as 4

Ashok Chandna

secretaries of the department have been
changed between January 2021 to January 2022.
Prior to January 2021,
Bhaskar Sawant played
a ‘glorious’ 3 years long
innings in the department as

Dinesh Kumar Yadav

while executing his
original roles in DoP
and UDH, he held the additional charge of the
department and it was
during his tenure that
he successfully organized the National Sports
in Jaipur in
the
year
2020.
However,
the
bad
days of the
depart-

Naresh Thakral

It is beyond comprehension as to why over the past
one year the state government is treating the
department as a neglected child? What is the logic
behind handling the additional charge of the
department to officers like Rajesh Yadav and Naresh
Thakral, who are as it is under the burden of important
and major departments like PWD and Finance?

ment began with the arrival of Dinesh Kumar
Yadav as Secretary in
January 2021. Yadav had
only begun to work on
the motivational schemes

for players and athletes;
two sports schools in
Jaipur and Jodhpur and
an excellence centre set
up for Rs 18 crore and
even took the approval of

CM, however, 4 months
into the posting, he was
transferred.
Thereafter, Sitaram
Vikas Bhale was appointed as the new Secretary of the department but due to clashes
with Sports and Youth
Affairs minister Ashok
Chandna, he could stay
in the department for
merely 6 months, and
thereafter in November
2021, Principal Secretary PWD Rajesh Yadav
was given the additional
charge of the Sports de-

partment. But merely 2
months later, this charge
was taken from Yadav,
and now, recently on
January 16, through the
new transfer list, Secretary Finance Naresh
Thakral has been given
the additional charge of
the sports department.
Notably, the budget of
this department has
been upscaled to Rs 150
crore from the paltry
sum of Rs 50 crore previously. It is beyond
Naresh Thakral’s abilities to not only organize

a major programme like
‘Gramin Sports’ but
also to give shape and
final delivery to new
schemes and work.
If the state government is not of the opinion that a full-time Secretary should be appointed, then the additional
charge should be given
to an officer who has
less workload. It seems
once minister Ashok
Chandna takes the matter seriously, along with
DoP, will some forward
motion occur.
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With a combo of chill and pandemic times, onscreen time is going to go—high and this
Throwback Thursday we bring you, Jawaani
Diwani, a 1972 movie – with songs you still
dance and sway too!

ANITA HADA

anita.hada@firstindianews.com

J

awani Diwani, I
would like to ask
you to watch it for
its stellar performances and excellent plot, but I
can’t … so won’t.
The plot with
young love rejected by elders, due to the family
feud is old hat.
So, I will ask you to watch it
for the RD Burman scores, beautifully supported by Kishore Da
and Asha Bhonsle to give one
among the most memorable
tracks ever where each number
is still hummable after decades.
I would ask you to watch it to
see Jaya Bhaduri in a different
role, glamorous, candy-floss with
trend-setting clothes and hairstyles as she trots around holding a doll and falling in love with
a chubby Randhir Kapoor but
she is hardly her confident self.
I could ask you to watch it for
a feisty, non-weepy Nirupama
Roy, a different A K Hangal but
not much then too.
I suppose I could ask you to
watch for the college antics, the pattern of
college-love set by
this movie for
others to follow till datethe songs,
the circle

of friends, wooing the girls, the
ongoing rivalry, with the bets
and pranks they engage in etc.
But it is the music that carries
Jawani Diwani They add the exuberance of youth and the expectations of the flower generation
with an unapologetic abandon, a
joie de vivre and more to the
movie that by the time one starts
looking around for the plot and
characterisations amid the college rebellion, the movie is over
and you carry on singing the
songs for a long long time.
The iconic Jaane jaan dhoondta phir raha is hauntingly beautiful and sexy though it’s only
because of it’s lyrics, the music
and Kishore Da and Asha- the
landscape and the stars do not
add to it, trust me.
Saamne yeh kaun aaya is
memorable also for Jaya – one of
her most stylish looks which you
can duplicate even today and
catch eye-balls at a party – a
bright shirt with white denim
and a studded belt to boot. And
regardless of the ‘image-change’
of Jaya, this is the only song
where she is not in a saree.
Nahin Nahin abhi nahin moves
the movie forward sets the stage
for the next scene but hear it for
the sheer reluctance in Asha’s
voice with an underlying interest- the ‘na-na’ is legendary.
Yeh Jawani hai Diwani is simply ‘high on life’ hear it on a
down day and it is sure to pep
you up and get your feet tapping.
Agar Saaz chheda the antakshri number is better than most,
they were quite a staple in the
earlier movies since in the
days without internet and
surfing – antakshri was a
popular ‘time-pass’ and
many have made eyes at
each other during this
in reel and real life.
Hai tauba mujhe
tune is unremarkable in all respects.
And I would have
preferred a slimmer
hero and a cuter
doll!
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“NOT A MILD FLU, TAKE
PRECAUTION & GET TESTED”

MITALI DUSAD

mitalidusad01@gmail.com

T

he third wave of
Covid-19 is here
with exponentially more and more
people getting infected by the Omicron variant. This
new heavily mutated variant has taken priority over
the earlier Delta variant.
Although Omicron is said
to be milder, the rate of infection is far greater. With
the disease spreading like
wildfire across the country, City First spoke once
again to Consultant Pulmonologist,
Narayana
Multispeciality Hospital
in Jaipur, Dr. Shivani Swami in an exclusive interview to gain a better understanding of the Omicron variant, its rate of
transmissibility,
treatment strategy, and herd
immunity against the virus.
In the past, Dr. Swami
has worked in some of the
most prestigious hospitals
in the country like the Medanta: The MediCity in
Gurgaon and the Fortis
Hospital in New Delhi. She
specialises in pulmonology, sleep medicine, allergy
and immunology as well
as critical care.
Q - Some doctors are saying that Omicron is
mild and not so frightening; whereas the
others are saying we
should not sit back
thinking Omicron is
just like a common
cold.
So which statement do
you believe to be true?
A - I think both are partially true. So far, whatever we have seen of
Omicron is a mild infection. However, this variant is extremely contagious. The turnaround
time that was 3-7 days in
the Delta variant has reduced to 1-2 days in the

Dr Shivani Swami

Omicron variant. We
cannot say it is a mild
infection because as per
international data, the
mortality rate with
Omicron is also around
1-2%. So, we have to
have our guard up, follow Covid appropriate
behaviour and avoid
panic.
Q- What is the difference
between the 2nd wave
and the 3rd wave?
A - Vaccination has made
a lot of difference. The
severity is much less
compared to last time.
This is because of the
massive
vaccination
drive that has taken
place in which a majority of the people are already vaccinated. Having said that, there is a
huge scene of reinfection and breakthrough
infection. This means
that people who
have had previous Covid infections and
have taken
the vaccine
are also getting infected.
Q

- What
sort of precautions
should people be taking
now?
A - Most common
precautions like
social distancing, hand hygiene and masking are the
most
important.
Apart

from this, those who are
due for the second dose
of their vaccine or the
booster dose should go
forward and do it. Especially, children over 15
years of age who can
now get vaccinated.
Eventually, we will expand it to reach other
age groups as well. That
is what will help us
achieve better immunity.

be cautious and keep
their masks on at all
times. This is because
after 7 days the viral
load reduces. Also,
healthcare
workers
across the globe are getting severely infected
and there is a dearth of
workforce. So, keeping
both these things in
mind, the quarantine
period has been reduced.

Q - What will help flatten
the curve of the 3rd
wave? Herd immunity
or vaccine-induced immunity?
A - Both things together
will have a bigger impact. On their own neither option is full proof.
What we are seeing now
is that vaccinated people are getting infected
and those who had Covid earlier are also getting re-infected. There
is no complete bubble
where we can say that
we have achieved complete immunity. However, time will tell. But
eventually, we will have

Q - How is the Narayana
Hospital geared up to
meet the present demand for hospitalisation? What is the current treatment strategy?
A- Right now, we do not
have a lot of patients
that require hospital admission. We are treating patients majorly
based on OPD and we
have also started online
consultation. So that
those infected can seek
treatment from our
specialists from the
comforts
of
their
homes. That being said
we are regularly reviewing the situation
and if there is an increased requirement
for hospital beds, we
have the infrastructure to start immediate
admissions.

to live with precaution.
Q - With Omicron being
milder than Delta
would you say we are
slowly nearing the end
of the pandemic?
A – Maybe we are slowly
moving from the pandemic stage towards the
endemic stage. It is the
way forward. Hopefully,
we do not get any more
dreadful mutations and
can deal with the disease properly.
Q –What is an alarming
trend that can be seen
among people in the
3rd wave?
A - A dangerous trend that
has been noticed is that
those infected are having fever for which
they are sitting at
home for two days
after which they go
back to work without getting tested. It needs to be
stressed upon
that if you are
displaying
symptoms
of
Covid you must
get tested. All of
us have children
or the elderly
population
around us. The disease can take a complicated turn for children
who are not vaccinated.
We need to protect
them, get tested and follow the proper quarantine period and not

take it lightly. A child
may develop complications later on. Even in
the earlier waves children who got Covid
were prone to long term
complications. Omicron
is affecting children
more severely. We have
to be cautious, get tested
and not take it as mild
flu.
Q – As a medical practitioner what do you
think would be the
best response to Omicron by the State?
A – On a strict note, entertainment needs to be
curtailed. If restaurants
and theatres are open
people tend to go. Once
you are sitting inside
the restaurant you will
take off your mask to
eat or drink. We will
have to eventually curtail these activities as
the numbers are exponentially increasing in
every district in the
State especially Jaipur.
We will have to revisit
as a policy public gatherings like weddings
and other functions.
Q- How is Omicron not
affecting lungs this
time?
A – Mutations have led to
certain changes in the
virus that so far Omicron is not affecting the
lungs too much. It is majorly the upper respiratory tract only which is

infected. This is a good
thing and the reason
why the hospitalisation
rate is much less.
Q - Is it true that only 7
days of quarantine is
needed for Omicron? Is
this because this variant is milder?
A - Yes, as per the Centers
for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), the
quarantine period has
been reduced to 5 to 7
days. After which the
next 5 days people can
step out but they have to
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ONLINE BUSINESS IDEAS
TANYA SARDANA
cityfirst@firstindia.co.in

B

ored sitting
at
home in
this lockd o w n ?
Have fewer working hours in the
office due to the
pandemic? Bored
watching series?
Wanting to do
something productive all this
while? COVID-19
can stop you from
going outside but
don’t let it stop
you from making
the most out of
these times. You
can make this
time not only
productive but
could generate
some extra income too; all you
need is a PC or a
laptop with an
internet connection. Here are 9
online business
ideas that could
help you earn
some extra income and of
course help, you
learn something
new.

YOU CAN START ON THE SIDE

BLOGGING

first term that comes into
Tan hepeople’s
minds when they think of
online business is blogging. Love
travelling? Are you a great cook? Do
you have a great fashion sense? If
the answer to any of the questions
like these is yes, then blogging can
be your forte. Own a website, create
and publish original content. As your
number of readers increases, your
online generated income also goes
up. Not just that, get a number of
sponsorships and collaborations
from reputed brands. You can later
expand it into any other venture
like e-commerce or maybe affiliate
marketing.You could use apps like
Wordpress, bloglovin’, Tumblr etc as
they can be easily set up, does not
require coding skills, easy to use and
thus beginner friendly.
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MONETISE
YOUR ART
Is your graphic
designing game
strong? Proficient
in using adobe
illustrator and
adobe photoshop?
Commercialise
your designs and
start earning. Start
designing t-shirts,
mugs, hoodies, caps,
posters, bags,
shoes etc and you
could generate
a lot of money.
Worried about the
printing process and
shipment or delivery
hassles? Websites
like overprints and
Shopify take care
of the printing and
shipping process; all
you need is a design.
Tip - keep up with
the trends and colour
schemes. Also don’t
forget to keep your
humour subtle, if any.

AFFILIATE
MARKETING
If you don’t have
the finance for a
startup but have
the marketing
communication skills,
affiliate marketing
is for you. You can
get paid just for
promoting what
you like. Affiliate
marketing is when
you promote a
product of a specific
company and each
time anyone buys
that product with your
referral code, you
earn a commission.
Once everything is
set up, start sharing
and posting about
the benefits of the
product or how
good is it, giving it a
personal touch.

PROOFREADING

ave a great command of EngH
lish but don’t have a degree?
Don’t worry! We’ve got you cov-

ered. A lot of content is on the
internet today, but everyone’s in a
haste today. A proofreader checks
the final content thoroughly just
before it gets published. Minor details like correcting punctuations,
grammatical errors, misspelt
words and even the appropriate line spacing is done by the
proofreader.

ONLINE NEWS CORRESPONDENT
If you spend hours watching the news and
are always updated about what’s happening
around you, the above designation could be
yours. You don’t need a degree to be
an online news correspondent, A lot of
companies like The huff and
others are recruiting people
for local coverages. You
could also be simply hired
for writing your opinions or
interviewing people.

PRESENTATION DESIGNER

designing a presentaEyetvertionthethought
could generate income? Simple
most difficult task is to design

a presentation with attractive graphics, readable text and a trending design.
Have a passion for slideshow designing? Knows how to work on keynote and
PowerPoint? A presentation designer
works with a business and designs a
presentation emphasizing the product
while keeping the audience engaged. The
best part? No investment is needed! All
you need is a laptop and your presentation skills of course. Make your profile on
several job finder apps such as LinkedIn,
Internshala, let’s intern etc and post your
resumes and work sample so that your
professional identity gets online visibility
and you could get hired quickly.

SELL HANDMADE
PRODUCTS

If you're creative and have
a major interest in creating
craft related products,
you can put a price tag
on this hobby of yours.
Today, people love buying
handmade products as
they are either organic,
free of chemicals or hold
traditional value. So if you
can do embroidery, hand
weave, wood paint, make
soaps, scented candles etc,
don't miss this opportunity
as it can fetch money.

ONLINE COURSES
Have a lot of
knowledge in a field?
Love helping people?
What if I say you
could help people and
yet earn money? Yes,
with online teaching
it’s possible. Build
an online course or
workshops in the field
of your expertise and
get started. It could
be a short digital
media course, baking
workshops or even
a graphic designing
course. With zero
investment, you could
gain a lot of benefits
apart from earning
income. It could
include building
contacts or simply the
satisfaction of helping
someone.

STOCK
PHOTOGRAPHY
Are you the one
who is always seen
clicking pictures in
the family? Do your
friends compliment
you on your
photography skills? If
yes, you can sell your
images online and
get paid every time
someone licenses an
image that you've
created and
uploaded. With
everything shifting
to digital media
today, the demand
for professional
and unique images
continue to rise
rapidly. It could also
help you build your
portfolio.
You can sell your
images to several
stock photography
companies like
istockphoto and
Shutterstock.

CITY

STAY MASKED

GET VACCINATED

BUZZ
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MOUNTAINS CAN’T GROW BUT WE CAN!
“Mountaineering is not
escapism but realism.
People who choose to spend
time outdoors are not
running away from anything,
they are returning to where
they belong!”

UTTKARSHA SHEKHAR
cityfirstdel@gmail.com

M

ountaineering is
not escapism but
realism. People
who choose to
spend time outdoors are not
running away
from anything, they are
returning to where they
belong”
A mountaineer
from Jaipur, Rahul Bairwa proved
that
Success
doesn’t
happen
overnight. Rather, it requires forbearance, determination and
hard
work.
His journey
itself
says
that he is
born to conquer the Everest of his
dreams.
According
to him, a
moun-

Rahul Bairwa

Rahul raising the Indian National Flag at Mount Elbrus, Russia

tain can’t grow but as a
human, we can. Rahul is
an NIT Jaipur alumni, an
engineer who had a
dream of climbing and
reaching the top of the
high mountains. Initially,
it was very hard to convince his parents but that
did not stop him from
chasing his love, He quit
his well-settled job and
ran in the direction of his
dreams. After acquiring
seven professional training, he has led more than
16 successful mountaineering expeditions, four
self-sufficient Ultras, and
has organised more than
50 Himalayan treks. Over

journey and mission, he
mentioned that outdoors
games have always motivated him to do something different. With his
strong desire to opt for a
unique sport and to set
an example among
youngsters, he chose
mountaineering as
his goal. Bairwa has
recently climbed 2 out of
7 volcanic peaks from his
project Ultimate 7/7 Mission (A quest on being
the youngest to climb the
highest and highest volcanic peaks on the seven
continents). He has hoisted the Largest Indian flag
on the top of Mount El-

the board, he has covered
2500+Km distance with
altitude range: 3400 -7135
Meter (11,155–23,409 ft).
Rahul is the first solo ultra run finisher (111 Km
in 17 Hours in Leh without a supporting crew).
Despite losing one team
member and several cold
injuries; he has climbed
Mount NUN (One of the
highest peaks in the part
of the Himalayan range
lying on the Indian side
of the line of control),
Mount Satopant (one of
the technical peaks in Indian Himalayas in Gangotri National Park).
When asked about his

brus (Highest peak of
Europe) and made a high
range world record with
Mount
Kilimanjaro
(Highest peaks of Africa). Currently, he is preparing himself for his
greatest
mission,
Mount Everest.
“Find what makes
you uncomfortable,
find what makes you fail,
find what scares you and
go do it. Embrace those
things and use them to
learn and grow because
that is passion and the
world needs passion.
The world needs people who are not afraid to
be afraid “

A PROUD MOMENT
FOR RAJASTHAN

ANITA HADA

Z

akir Khan, a
resident of Kuchaman, Raj a s t h a n
brought laurels to the
state. He bagged the
first position in 6
posts of the general
category out of a total
of 13 posts in the
DSSSB 2021 PGT Fine
Art School Lecturer
Results declared recently. Khan scored a

total of 201 marks out
of 300. Currently
working in Tonk as a
school lecturer in
painting, his creativity has no bounds.
Back in 2019, Zakir secured the
first position in
MBA and was
awarded a gold medal
for his brilliance.
Talking about his
family, Zakir said,
“My elder brother,
Javed Khan is an ad-

vocate in the High
Court in taxation and
my younger sister
worked as Junior Law
Officer in Horticulture Department, I
have been fortunate to be surrounded
with
such sharp minds.
Their constant support has made my
journey a cakewalk.”
Besides them, my
mother Nuzhat Khan,
friend Birma Ram

Giving a new
purpose to life

CITY FIRST

M

ahatma Gandhi Hospital
Orthopedic
surgeons have
succeeded in performing both hip replacements of a woman
who has been confined to bed for
three years.
Dr Rajat Jangid,
Professor of
Joint
Transplant
Department of the hospital,
said that both the hip
joints of Santosh’s wife
Lokesh, resident of
Bharatpur, were broken. She also had the

endocrine disorder hyper parathyroidism,
which made her operation complicated. Hormone specialist Dr Rajiv Kasliwal treated hyperparathyroidism and
normalised it. Then it
was possible to
transplant
the
woman’s right and
left hip joints. The
woman is completely
healthy after the operation.
With the teamwork
of Dr Rajat, Dr Akash,
Dr Ajay, Dr Ajay and Dr
Durga along with other
doctors, this could be
accomplished.

Choudhary and Spiritual Guru Lallu Lal
Sain have played a
major role in my success. I can’t be more
grateful to them.”
After the success,
Zakir advised the aspiring contestants for
the competitive exam,
“Along with studies, it
is necessary to meditate regularly. It keeps
us calm and helps remember things better.”

Theatre Workshop

Zakir Khan

CITY FIRST

WHAT’S HAPPENING!

BIRTHDAY GREETINGS!: Celebrity
fitness trainer, coach AJ will be
celebrating his birthday today,
Thursday, January 20. City First
wishes him good health & success!

U

SAM BAHADUR: Fatima Sana Shaikh, who made
her debut in Dangal, would be seen playing the
character of Indira Gandhi in Meghna Gulzar’s
‘Sam Bahadur’ co-starring Vicky Kaushal and
Sanya Malhotra. It was revealed that Fatima has
got her hands on various documentaries and
books to do full justice to this real-life character.

PROVIDING SHELTER!

Amit Dhariwal inspecting the camp wih others

Following the instructions of
UDH Min Shanti Dhariwal,
a rain shelter was started
in Gandhi Colony, Kota on
Tuesday to provide shelter to
those who spend the night
under the open sky. Cong
leader Amit Dhariwal took
stock of the arrangements.
He said, “ Government
is making every effort to
provide relief to those who
perforce have to spend the
night under the open sky in
this cold weather.

nder the joint aegis of Jawahar
Kala
Kendra
(JKK)
and
Sarthak Theatre Group,
a 45-day intensive theatre workshop is being
organised at JKK from
January 24. The workshop will be conducted
under the direction of
senior theatre director,
Sabir Khan. During the
workshop, the participants will be given training in all the elements
of acting and theatre as
well as the basic elements of music and
dance. It will be held
daily from 3 pm to 7 pm.
To take admission in

the workshop, it is mandatory to give an audition. Participants will
be selected by audition
on January 24 from 3 pm
onwards. Those interested can register for
the audition on the
numbers 8233307722
and 9785059671. It is
to be noted that under the direction of
Sabir Khan, the workshop is being organised
again after 7 years.
Earlier this 45-day intensive drama workshop was organised at
Jawahar Kala Kendra
from the year 2004-2005
to 2015-2016. In this, film
actors like late Irrfan
Khan, Raghubir Yadav,
Piyush Mishra gave

guidance to young theatre artistes regarding
theatre and cinema.
Apart from this, former
Director,
National
School of Drama (NSD),
Devendra Raj Ankur;
Director, NSD, Dinesh
Khanna; Amitabh
Srivastava and other faculties were
sent by NSD to teach
various subjects of acting and theatre. Five
young theatre artists
who completed this
workshop were also
successful in getting admission to NSD and five
got admission to the
Film and Television Institute of India (FTII) in
Pune.
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